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Poet Richard Murphy climaxes special Irish festival 
By MARK LYON 
A threeday in depth study of Art through violence in 
Ireland was climaxed with a poetry reading by noted Irish 
poet Richard Murphy Thursday, March 24. 
The Irish festival, "Politics and the Arts: An Irish 
Focus," was designed to examine the relationship 
between violence and art in third world nations, according 
to English Professor Robert Garratt. 
The festival, which began Tuesday, march 22, included 
lectures by UPS faculty as well as faculty from the 
University of Washington and Western Washington State 
University. In addition the highly acclaimed film 
Ryan's Daughter, . and an evening of Irish music and 
poetry were presented. 
"The idea was the same as the Viet Nam teach-ins of 
the 1960's," Garrett said, the guiding force behind the 
festival. "The festival was designed to involve the whole 
campus in a concentrated period of study." 
The main feature of the festival was the presence of 
Richard Murphy, described by Garrett as "one of the 
outstanding poets now writing in Ireland." 
Murphy lectured, visited classes and gave readings of 
his poetry. 
Murphy claims that much of the violence in Northern 
Ireland is financed by Irish-Americans "who subscribe in 
the innocent, romantic belief that they are helping the 
Irish." 
These Americans believe that the violence will end 
when the Protestant north and Catholic sourth are united, 
Murphy said. 
"This totally disregards the presence in Ireland of a 
million Protestants who hold a rather different view of 
history," the poet added. 
Murphy pointed out that there are Protestants who 
have lived in Ulster since before the Pilgrims arrived in 
America. 
Murphy said that even the Irish Republican Army 
realized it is fighting  a lost cause. 
"The terrible thing is that innocent lives are being 
sacrificed as advertisements on television for a cause 
which the majority of people north and south long ago 
rejected," he said. 
In his poetry reading Thursday night, Murphy read 
selections from his latest book High Island, interspersing  
the selections with commentary about his life and his 
.country, 
Murphy is philisophical about the poverty of his 
!country. According to the Irishman, there aren't any 
:gypsies in Ireland because, "When the gypsies came to 
Ireland they found so many beggars on the road before 
them they didn't bother to move in." 
Murphy's book High Island is named after an Irish 
island which he purchased in 1969. The island contains 
the ruins of a 7th century monastery. 
"It's easy to see why the monks originally came there," 
he said. "When you first approach the island, it looks like 
the rock of pergatory itself." 
Though born in Ireland, Murphy's father was 
appointed Mayor of Colombo, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) 
and Murphy spent his boyhood in both countries. 
Murphy's boyhood experiences figure prominently in 
much of his poetry. He describes the life of a little boy in 
the British empire as one "filled with (tremendous 
privilege and terror." While the Queen ruled the real 
empire, "The little boy's empire was ruled by Nanny," he 
added with a smile. 
Murphy is fascinated by the sea, and this is reflected in 
his poetry. "One of the things I have enjoyed about my 
stay at UPS," Murphy said, "is the chance to be near the 
sea again." Murphy recently spent several weeks lecturing 
at the University of Iowa. 
Murphy, who is also an avid naturalist, has spent a 
good deal of time observing animal life on the island, and 
that also is included in his poetry. 
Murphy seems 	 ill at ease when addressing an 
audience. However, when he begins to read his poetry, his 
voice firms up and takes on a quality reminiscent of great 
actors. 
Garrett said that he is pleased with the participation 
the festival drew. 
"Not only did we draw students, we drew members of 
the outside community as well," he said. 
"Students were involved in producing the festival  as 
well as simply attending the lectures. I think this is a 
significant event for the university." 
One impressed student, Lynda Williamson, called the 
festival "outstanding. It was one of the best lecture series 
we've had. Period." 
Richard Murphy reads his poetry. (Photo by Charlotte Adams) 
Senate approves Seals and Crofts concert 
	 Inside 
Heather Hofstetter makes her de-
but as a TRAIL columnist with 
her own unique view of the com-
mon things all students encounter. 
Column, page 2. 
Bob Brown, the Tacoma Police 
Department's liaison officer with 
the campus, says UPS is a new, 
but somewhat confining experi-
ence. When eating in the SUB he 
keeps seeing the same faces. 
Story, page 3. 
TRAIL reporter Chuck Bachman 
uses this year's Brown and Haley 
lectures as a jumping off pointtto 
to explore the ideas they raised. 
Story, page 6. 
Could the campus survive if it can 
out more than once a year? The 
premier of the first annual Puget 
Sound RAIL. 
Insert, between pages 6 and 7. 
We had some Arts/Entertainment 
material that didn't fit in the 
RAIL, so we stuck it here. 
Columns, page 8. 
The UPS moundsmen put in a 
great performance at last week-
end's Chico-Humbolt Invitational 
Baseball Tournament. 
Story, page 9. 
TRAIL Sports Editor Mike Puckett 
examines why the women's sports 
program got th , axe this spring. 
Story, page 10. 
If their management approves the deal, Seals and Crofts will perform in the 
Fieldhouse May 6. 
Tuesday night the Student Senate voted to appropriate $24,325 to put on 
the concert. The money is being taken from the ASUPS contigency fund, the 
TRAIL advertising revenue fund and the student activities concert budget. 
Seals and Crofts themselves will cost $15,000. Additional expenses 
(lighting, security, publicity, etc.) fill out the bill. 
If it comes off, the event will kick off spring weekend. Tuesday evening the 
Seals and Crofts management was notified that ASUPS approved the deal. 
They will give their final word this week. 
Student Activities Director Serni Solidarius, who presented the idea to 
the Senate, said Seals and Crofts will be on a tour. They'll do UPS on Friday, 
Pullman on Saturday, University of Alaska, Fairbanks on Sunday and down to 
Idaho on Monday. 
Seals and Crofts is one of the more popular music groups in the country 
today. Their latest album, Sudan Village, has taken off. Their single releases of 
"Summer Breeze" and "Unborn Child" have sold in the millions. 
Senator Malcolm Turner gave a KUPS-FM update. The Federal 
Communications Commission has given them authority to broadcast normally, 
he said. They will be conducting full scale tests. Regular broadcasting will start 
sometime after spring break. 
	
In response to several Tattler 	 parents early notification of the 
	
announcements, 12 seniors met with 	 commencement activities. 
	
Vice President Jim Clifford to make 	 The Class of 1977 has decided to 
	
plans for commencement exercises. 	 follow a new tradition begun two 
The date has been set for May 28, at years ago. The commencement 
2 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. 	 speaker will speak Friday night in the 
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ceremonies. This allows the speaker 
 a 
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better opportunity to be heard in an 
	
Berkeley has declined an invitation to 
	 informal setting and allows the 
	
speak at graduation. The committee 	 audience to ask questions of the 
	
is awaiting a response from Barbra 	 speaker, Jefferson said. 
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	 Democratic 
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According to Marcelene Jefferson, 	 class held a picnic for seniors, parents 
	
Clifford's administrative assistant, 	 and faculty. Entertainment in  the 
	
students are urged to give their 	 past has been provided  by one of the 
Cellar 10 Advisory Committee Chairman Rob Costello announced that the 
Logger sandwiches were again being served. The price was 60 cents, 20 cents 
over what they used to be. This causedcomplaints from some spectators. 
Turner interjected that this showed the Antique Sandwich Co. was giving 
ASUPS "one royal taken-to-the-cleaners-and-kept-the-pants rip off job." 
Discussion continued along these lines. Costello defended the Cellar as 
fullfilling the goals they set for it, as written into the contract with new 
managers. He said his committee will be preparing changes and 
recomendations before the agreement comes up for renewal in July. 
Other Senate business: 
- Executive Vice President Jeff Koontz announced that the SUB food 
group is trying to figure out a way to cut down on dish thefts and use the 
extra money to hire a nutritionist. He added that the next change the 
committee plans is to remove and replace the fruit juices. 
- A system is being set up where each Senator would act  as a liaison with 
several living groups. 
- A $646.50 soundproof electric typewriter is being purchased for 
K UPS-F M. The one they have now can be heard in the broadcast room, Turner 
said. 
- ASUPS is hiring student Carol Guynes as the office accountant. Her salary 
is $27.60 a week, said Business Vice Resident Scott Jackson. 
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down doors to become campus media applications for KUPS station 
heads next year. 	 manager, though TRAIL Business 
	
As of Tuesday, only three 	 Manager Jim Denno has said he 
	
applications had been turned into the 	 intends to apply. 
ASUPS office. 	 The deadline is April 12, the first 
	
Bert Hintz, Dave Hegnauer and 	 Tuesday after spring break. The 
	
Wendi Vernon had signed up for the 
	
deadline has already been extended 
	
1977-78 editorships of Tamanawas, 	 at least twice. 
the TRAIL and Crosscurrents, 
Plans are being made for spring commencement 
Special program set 
for university alumni 
Billed 	 as 	 a 	 ':non-toxic, 
habit-forming spring tonic," Alumni 
Day, set for Saturday, guarantees to 
lift anyone out of the winter 
doldrums. 
Sponsored by the UPS Alumni 
Association, the all-day event is 
scheduled for 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
and is open to the public, as well as 
university graduates. 
Seven alumni and faculty leaders 
will lead the combination of 
"gatherums" in the SUB. 
"Gatherums" are so named because 
they are intended to provide an 
unstructured, social atmosphere 
usually not possible in lecture 
situations. 
On hand as guest speakers will be 
Dr. Jeffrey Bland, UPS chemistry 
professor noted for his interest in 
natural foods and nutrition, who will 
discuss his research in connection 
with "Vitamin E and the Aging 
Process"; and Dr. Ernest Karlstrom, 
professor of marine biology at the 
university, discussing "Food from the 
Sea." 
Dr. Ronald M. Fields, UPS art 
historian, will comment on the 
UPS-owned Abby Williams Hill 
collection, landscapes by a 
turn-of-the-century woman artist. 
Alumni speakers include Lois 
Hudson, University of Washington 
faculty member and author, speaking 
of "Capitalism and Conservation: Are 
They Compatible?"; Viola Padvorac 
exploring mid-career re-decisions in 
"What Do I Do With the Rest of My 
Life?"; and Dr. Larry Heggerness, 
Tacoma dentist and avid 
outdoorsman, who will present a 
slide show of his recent rubber raft 
trip down the Colorado River. 
Dr. Gordon Alcorn, emeritus 
professor in honor of whom the 
campus was recently designated the 
Gordon Alcorn Arboretum, will give 
guided tours of that namesake and 
share plans for further campus 
development. 
Participants in the event may 
choose four gatherums of most 
interest to them and will join for. 
luncheon in the Great Hall at noon. 
for presentation of the Alumnus Cum 
Laude awards and remarks by 
President Philip Phibbs. 
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Law school librarian plans to leave UPS 
Judy Strum 
By JIM RUPP 
Judy Strum, assistant librarian at 
the UPS Law Library, announced 
recently that she will be leaving the 
law school at the end of July. 
Strum, a 1973 graduate of the 
University of California at Davis Law 
School has been at UPS since 
December of 1973. Strum decided 
that three and a half years at the law 
school is lohg enough and wishes 
ID move on to something new. 
In a recent interview Strum 
commented that this year is an 
appropriate time to depart since she 
will be leaving with the first year 
students she arrived with, many of 
whom have become her good friends. 
In addition, the young librarian said a 
building with a "parking lot for a 
campus and inadequate lounge 
facilities" loses its appeal after a 
while. "Three years is long enough 
for students," she said, "and it's 
certainly long enough to work in the 
building." 
Although Strum says the practice 
of law never sounded too interesting 
to her it is more appealing to her 
now. In the near future she will be 
having fun working for a friend in the 
bookstore in Puyallup (The Bookery) 
and in a new theatre on 47th and 
University Way in Seattle. But 
tentative plans at this time are to 
take-the Hawaii bar examination this 
February and practice law in that 
state. The latter plans are pretty 
informal though, in fact she hasn't 
even told her mother yet. 
Judy Strum has led an active life 
at the UPS Law School. For the past 
two years she has been a legal writing 
instructor to first year law students 
and this past year she taught legal 
research to inmates at the McNeil 
Island Penitentiary. Throughout her 
three years as assistant librarian she 
has probably had more contact with 
students than any other person on 
the library staff. 
One student staff member at the 
library noted recently that as a 
librarian she could have simply  
handed out boo B and left it as that, 
but her warm personality added an 
"extra touch" to the atmosphere of 
the law school. 
Another law student commented 
that she is the one person in the 
school administrative staff whom 
students have seen regularly o,er the 
past three years and have been able 
to really relate to. "That's not saying 
that many people aren't nice" he 
added, "but the library is the place 
we go to most often from the day we 
get here until graduation and she 
mades a big difference." 
Law students are hoping the 
replacement for Strum will be able to 
live up to the standards she set. 
Internships redesigned 
By BETSY CAMPBELL 
Starting' in the fall, all student internships will begin 
to be integrated under one program, according to Urban 
Studies professor Frank Hruza, the director of the 
program. 
At the time the Urban Studies department was told to 
reorganize, Hruza reports, it was also suggested that this 
program be developed. 
"I was given the job of integration, to coordinate the 
needs of the different departments," he said. 
"I will be the main person on campus with whom 
people can make contacts. In effect, I will be a resource 
person. 
"If a student or department has a special need, they 
can contact me. If a group, individual, or company has a 
need, they can also contact me directly. I can begin to 
match up resources with needs." 
One advantage of the program will be avoiding a 
duplication of effort between departments. Hruza says 
that if one person, as coordinator, can be responsible for 
contacting agencies in the community, "then it stands to 
reason that the communication link will be better. By 
avoiding duplication, more people will have time to 
concentrate on instruction. 
"We can probably derive a better program for students 
as well as a better service for agencies. My job is both 
public relations and community service," he points out. 
According to Hruza, the focus',of the program will be 
on the Public Administration, Political Science, and 
Comparative Sociology departments, and on the Urban 
Affairs program. 
"The internships program," Hruza says, "will give 
students a wider variety of opportunities to select from,  
in which they can apply fundamentals of knowledge, 
theory, and skills they've learned in the classroom." 
He said agencies will be contacted within the present 
metropolitan lab, extending from Everett on the north to 
Olympia on the south. Interns will be placed in 
governmental positions in Wasington D.C., if possible. 
Although plans have not been drafted, Hruza will 
recommend that the Urban Studies intern program be 
used as model for the new program. At present, an 
internship in the department includes 120 hours in an 
agency, a weekly two-hour seminar, and complementary 
readings for the first semester. During the second 
semester, 80 hours in the agency, and a senior thesis is 
required. 
"When they're finished," Hruza said, "the research 
could be submitted to graduate schools, or presented to a 
prospective employer." 
The Urban Affairs Reorganization Committee, 
responsible for designing the program, will look at the 
possibility of integrating the seminars already required 
within the department. Hruza proposes that other 
departments "consider their students' involvement in the 
seminar." 
The program will not be appropriate for every 
department in the university, Hruza said. However, he 
plans to contact each department chairperson to explain 
the opportunity provided by a central resource center. 
Tom Davis, academic dean of the university, says the 
idea is not new. 
"We initiated the idea two years ago that something 
needed to be done with the intern program," Davis said. 
The proposed program, still in its tentative stages, is the 
result. 
Heather Hofstetter/Thumbnail Sketches 
The excitement of exams 
"I don't say this to many people, but I love exams," were the words 
whispered to me by a student during last semester's finals. Echoing still in my 
mind, those words. scream against the scowls and frowns which darken the 
faces of students who stoop beneath the pressure of midterm papers and 
exams in their struggle with the great grade god of our educational system. But 
brief moments sometimes appear in which apprehension vanishes from thier 
faces as they walk into the classroom for their confrontation with a loaded 
question and an empty page. Eagerness replaces the apprehension; boredom 
and apathy are lost for a moment to many quivering minds. 
A classroom full of students who are tense, ready to take an exam is an 
exciting arena. The air is electric with the energy of concentration cominc 
from so many people at once. Within that communal bind stands each 
individual, alone in his personal strength and trembling with the nameless fear 
of a runner who, before his race, struggles to maintain a balance between 
muscles and mind, relaxation and readiness. Dancing at the starting line in his 
unique style of preparation, the runner's desire and love for his art struggles 
with his knowledge of the terrible pain which accompanies his effort, pain 
which burns the throat and crushes the lungs and crys out in agony from 
trembling thighs which can continue their rubbery movement only through an 
unflinching mastery of the mind, a mind which refuses to recognize the 
rational question, "What is this for?" Doubt disappears when the gun goes off, 
and the peotry of performance carries the athlete through the pain. 
The athlete's strength and beauty is not unlike that of the' student who 
receives with nervous fingers the full pen and blank,paper upon which he may 
empty the ink of himself. Before him lies the immediate, momentary challenge 
of diving into his mind to bring forth upon the white page the diverse and 
secret elements of his mind in one brief, intense, coherant mass. Like the 
runner, he does not try to avoid the painfulness of his task once he has begun; 
he does not need to create a reason or a goal for his action. The superimposed 
grade god vanishes from his sight and leaves him only with the excitement of 
creativity and the intensity of his endeavor, the joy of which brings him 
continually back, time after time, to the pain and the nameless fear without 
support from any rationale. He stands alone, taking the pain and joy, the 
struggle nad triumph into the sphere of his own brief beauty and individual 
effort, discovering therein the essence of the student's inexplicable existence. 
— 
_AO 
Bob Brown 
System of the Week 
Come hear our oil-Yamaha 
systeml 
Yamaha CR-400 AM/FM 
receiver 
Yamaha NS-2 speakers (poirI 
Yamaha vP-450 turntable 
Complete: $599 
Let Lakewood Villa Stereo 
Introduce You To Quality Component Stereo! 
Bring your questions about stereo to Lakewood Villa Stereo. We have 
Tacoma's largest selection of quality stereo components bucked-up by our 
own on-the-premises Service Department. You'll like the way you're treated 
when you visit We'll take the time to answer your questior-s and help you 
choose the right equipment! 
LAKEWOOD VILLA PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER PHONE: JU2-3600 
MEM& 	  
10323 - B Plaza Drive Southwest Tocoine, Washington 98499 
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Liaison officer polices UPS campus 
As the Tacoma Police 
Department's (TPD) liaison officer to 
UPS, Bob Brown, says the experience 
"is something new." Brown, a 
policeman for 7 years, has been at 
UPS since January . 
The liaison program was created as 
a cooperative effort between the TPD 
and UPS in April 1974. Its purpose is 
too assist the campus in developing 
an on-campus Safety/Security 
program. Previously, UPS had 
off-duty policemen and private 
security personel, which proved 
inadequate. 
Officer Brown says he has a 
"sense of being somewhat confined -
at UPS. " was working in a vehicle,  
there was a lot of places 
 I could stop. 
Say here, if I don't off campus to eat, 
I have to eat at the SUB. 
 I see the 
same faces every day." 
But he does enjoy being able to 
go to school. He is presently taking 
classes towards his M.A. in 
counseling. PreviousfY, he worked at 
the Tacoma jail, in the field, in the 
federally funded Selective Traffic 
Enforcement Program and in the 
regular traffic division. 
Now officer Brown works at UPS 
full time Monday through Friday, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. According to 
Safety/Security Director John 
Hickey, "the liaison officer has a 
wide variety of duties and  
responsibilities." They 	 include 
assisting in the training of campus 
security personnel, maintaining a 
security program at UPS which is up 
to date with TPD's, informing TPD 
members of educational and funding 
opportunities at UPS and providing 
recruiting information and career 
counseling for UPS students. He must 
also respond to all on campus 
emergencies during working hours, 
conduct initial investigations of UPS 
incidents involving the TPD and 
follow up off campus crimes which 
involve campus people. Public 
relations between UPS and TPD are 
also his responsibility. 
"He is also assisting in a crime 
prevention program which is oriented 
to UPS." Hickey added. This will 
include a crime prevention week 
sometime this spring. Officer Brown 
also hopes to get a group of crime 
prevention experts at the school. 
"But most crime prevention is 
common sense," Brown added. 
Another of his duties is the TPD 
ride-along program. Once a month, 
on a Friday or Saturday night, Brown 
will take nine students in Tacoma's 
comunity service van to the 
county-city building and then out to 
respond to police calls. Interested 
students may sign up at the 
Safety/Security office. 
Cellar 10 committee works toward goals 
By SUSAN DOOLY 
The Logger is back. 
The Logger Sandwich, that is. 
Cellar 10 Advisory Committee 
Chairman Rob Costello reports the 
popular sandwich is once again nt 
ttv Cellar menu, costing 60 cents. 
The grand opening of Cellar 10, 
held Monday night, was a great 
success, according to Costello. The 
opening was so crowded that many  
students had to sit on the floor to 
hear performances by Sparrow, Bill 
Davie and Bill Dudley. The Antique 
Sandwich Company, proprietors of 
the Cellar food service, offered free 
popcorn and half-price drinks along 
with the usual sandwich, salads and 
desserts. 
"The important thing about the 
opening," Costello said, "was that it 
proved this kind of thing can happen  
more often if students will voicetheir 
opinions and get the student senate 
to move." 
One way for students to make 
recommendations or offer opinions is 
to contact the Cellar 10 Advisory 
Committee. Members include 
Costello, Paula Plamondon, Brian 
Fugere, Gaylan Shintaku and Dave 
Peterson. 
An agreement in the contract, 
between the ASUPS and the Antique 
Sandwich Company established the 
student committee to review sudent 
opinion and to steer the direction of 
the Cellar. 
Costello told of plans to poll the 
students as to their opinions about 
the Cellar - whether it is succeeding 
in its purpose of providing a place for 
students to meet, socialize, and enjoy 
good food in a pleasant atmosphere. 
Although f-e exact method of polling 
has not yet been determined, the poll 
will come out within the next month. 
"Right now the library is the 
campus meeting place," Costello said. 
"I'd like to see the Cellar take over 
and become the place where students 
come in the evening to relax." 
He welcomes any student input 
about Cellar 10 or the Antique 
Sandwich Company. 
Safety/Security Blotter 
Paintings are vandalized 
Two paintings, one of Mr. 
Howarth in Howarth Hall and the 
other of Mrs. Jones in Jones Hall, 
lwere slashed Monday. 
ISafety/Security personnel believe 
that the vandalism was done 
sometime in the early evening, 
between 5 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. They 
are requesting that anyone who has 
any knowledge of the vandals to 
report it to Safety/Security. They 
would also like to remind people to 
report any juveniles or suspicious 
acting persons who are in the 
buidings after hours. 
• • 
A 	 thief decided to do his 
shopping at UPS instead of Sears 
when he stole a car battery, worth 
about $52, from the car of a 
non-resident student. The car was 
packed in the Fieldhouse parking lot 
on March 21 when the theft 
After receiving about $1,300 
from law school professors to 
establish an endowed scholarship, the 
trustees of the UPS Law School 
Faculty Scholarship Trust are 
sponsoring the first fund-raising 
program for the fund. 
The event, a get-together 
featuring food and assorted 
beverages, will be held at 5:30  
occurred. 
• • 
Two credit cards were stolen from 
a car parked in the 
Anderson/Langdon parking lot on 
March 22. The car belonged to a 
university employe and the theft has 
been referred to the Tacoma Police 
Department. 
• • 
A car belonging to a Schiff Hall 
resident was broken into while it was 
parked in the North 16 and Lawrence 
lot. Nothing was taken from the car 
but there was minor damage to the 
door that was forced open. 
• • 
An unknown male harrassed a 
Schubert House resident in the SUB 
March 24. The man followed the 
woman to her house in his car, 
attempting to force his presence on 
her as she walked. 
tonight (April 1st) in the basement of 
K i I worth Chapel on the main 
campus. 
Tickets for the get-together have 
been on sale at the law school all 
week and will also be available for 
sale at the door. Prices are $5 for 
faculty and friends and $3.50 for 
students and their spouses. All 
proceeds will benefit the scholars ip 
fund. 
The Law School's Faculty 
Sholarship Trust was established 
early this year in an effort to give 
financial assistance to second and 
third year students and to recognize 
individuals for their achievements in 
grades, classroom performance and 
school activities. At present the small 
amount in the trust will only produce 
enough to allow granting something 
in the area of $100 to a single 
student selected by the faculty. The 
fund's trustees, professors Thomas 
Holdych, William Oltman and 
Douglas Branson recently purchased 
the firs tbond with the part of the 
trust fund (an 8% percent Ford 
Motor Acceptance Corp. bon, rated 
AA) and all are hopeful that 
donations from this and future 
fund-raisers will supplement faculty 
gifts and make the scholarship more 
meaningful. 
Scholarship fundraiser tonight 
It seems the beat from the music is the same rhythm 
as the Morse Code signal for the letter "V" (dot dot dot 
dash), and they used the start of the song in World War II 
to represent "V" for Victory. 
If you're like most people, you put the same leg of 
your pants on first almost every time, you always wear 
your watch on the same wrist, and your comb always goes 
in the same pocket. 
• • 
Isn't eating while you're going to the bathroom an 
analogy to leaving your car running while you're getting 
gasoline? 
• • 
Loved Kevin Loughery's recent comment. Loughery, 
who is coach of the New York Nets (who have the worst 
record in the NBA), got mad at the officials in a game and 
yelled at them, "You guys are worse than we are.
- I'm 
not sure if the officials laughed or slapped a "T" on him. 
Either would have been appropriate. 
Happens every time 
I hate to seem negative, but it seems like... 
- Every time I drop my toast it lands peanut butter 
side down. 
- My favorite song always comes on the radio just as I 
start to go through a 3-minute care wash. 
- I always get an odd number of socks back after doing 
my wash. 
- The number of red lights I run in to is negatively 
proportionate to how much time I have to get 
somewhere. 
- Spaghetti is always served when I'm eating with 
someone who will be paying attention to my table 
manners. 
- The only time I get really tired in class 
	
is when I 
happen to be sitting front row, center aisle. 
• • 
Read something interesting the other day. Perhaps 
you're familiar with the commercial for Vanquish, a 
headache-relief tablet, where they play the start of 
Beethoven's 5th Symphony and the lady flashes the "V" 
sign for Vanquish. 
Letters 
Artist protests silkscreen print theft 
ANy 
utsr WORDS 
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TRAIL EDITORIAL 
Looking under the surface 
	 Matt McCully/Jest Rain„.' 
"Excitement. That's a word that comes to mind easily when you 
visit the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma. It's nothing tangible, 
but talk to administrators, faculty and students and you get the 
feeling that something dynamic, innovative and exciting is going 
on. 
I groaned when I first read that. It is the first paragraph of a long 
article on UPS in last Sunday's Seattle Times Magazine. 
The story goes on for a few more platitudes before settling into 
 a 
fairly straight forward discussion, using facts and figures, of the 
university's history and current programs., Interspersed are 
testimonials from faculty members and students. 
All in all the article paints a picture of UPS much different from 
the one I'm familiar with. It's well-researched, but never penetrates 
the surface. Behind all the stuff about UPS offering an education 
that will prepare students for the 'future,' lurks the real story 
 - the 
personality conflicts and departmental infighting. 
It's hard to get this information through, since it concerns 
things people don't want to talk about, certainly not to a reporter. It 
simmers below the surface, occassionally breaking out in public 
conflict. If you're around long enough you recognize it. 
The article mentions a number of areas of potential conflict, but 
passes over them. There's the athletic department's complaints that 
the administration is making them a low priority, the almost 
complete turnover in administrative staff since President Philip 
Phibbs took office, the enmity many feel over all the changes, and 
the hurry with which many departments had to devise their new 
curriculums to revolve around the academic core. 
I think the examination of this kind of material gives a truer and 
more honest picture of what's happening to the institution that all 
the studies, plans and statistics one would care to cite. 
Karl OhIs 
Editor 
News editor's frustration 
"Why do I do it?”, I ask my typewriter as I sit and stare at the 
wall. The typewriter remains mute. 
I find it easy to understand why Malcolm Turner resigned his job 
as news editor. I have done many frustrating things in my life, but 
this job takes the cake. 
Presently, we at the TRAIL are trying to cover all the events on 
campus with only seven reporters, and several of them only do 
stories on a part time basis.. 
"Why don't we see more follow-up stories," Malcolm Turner 
querys. "Why don't we cover more campus activities?", another 
student asks. "The TRAIL is too parochial," a professor sneers. 
The sad thing is, they're all right. 
"We don't cover these things because we don't have enough 
reporters," I tell my talkative typewriter. The typewriter sneers back 
silently. 
A campus newspaper is only as good as the people who write for 
it. The TRAI L doesn't have nearly enough yood reporters, and many 
of those we did have were forced to quit because of time 
commitments to studies and other activities. 
Some of the problems with the TRAIL are our fault, but a 
campus newspaper is only as good as the support we get from the 
students. I can't recall a student coming into this office with a tip 
since I took over the job. Nor does the response to our pleas for 
reporters inundate us with applications. 
What we get instead are helpful suggestions, like the letter we 
recently received from a former reporter. It seems this person didn't 
have time to write stories for us, but she did find time to send us a 
letter pointing out some minor errors in grammatical usage. 
Oh, well. 
I know, I just know, that somewhere there is a struggling young 
Robert Redford type just begging for the chance to follow in the 
steps of Woodward or Bernstein. Well, now's your chance. Quite 
honestly, we can use anyone who is willing to help. All you need is 
an inquiring mind and the desire to write. There must be someone 
out there who wants to report. 
My typewriter chuckles silently at my optimism. 
But, then, what does a typewriter know? 
Mark Lyon 
News Editor 
TRAIL Letters Policy 
The TRAIL welcomes letters 
from its readers. We ask that you 
keep them brief, to the point, typed 
and double-spaced. Longer letters 
addressing specific concerns will be 
considered for our Campus Forum 
section. The TRAIL does not 
guarantee publication under any 
circumstances and reserves the right 
to reject material for reasons of 
available space, style or factual 
misrepresentation, and to edit for 
grammar, style and length. All letters, 
must be signed and include thel 
author's phone number. Submission 
deadline is 12 noon Monday for that 
week 's edition. 
Dear Editor: 
I spent the most part of last 
weekend working on a silkscreen as 
an advertisement for the Irish 
Festival. The prints were posted 
Monday morning, and by Wednesday 
afternoon eight of the original 12 had 
been stolen. Two of the remaining 
four had been placed in glass cases, 
the other two being the property of 
Dr. Robert Garratt. 
The immediate reaction to the 
preceeding statement is generally one 
of sympathy; and yet I wonder how 
many people realize what 
 a defeating 
affect this has upon an artist. In 
addition to the personal value of the 
prints and the fact they were 
promised as mementos for those 
involved in the festival, this particular 
edition was intended for credit in my 
Printmaking II class. 
Having been confronted with this 
dilemma before, I chose to take the 
risk of having my work stolen or 
defaced. However, many artists on 
this campus are, justifiably, no longer 
willing to take this risk and I am 
now considering joining their ranks 
But this is not a final solution, 
nor is the safeguarding of artwork in 
glass cases. I think the only answer 
lies in an understanding that 
something publicly displayed does 
not automatically become public 
property. 
As for those eight who removed 
my prints: I can hardly accept  your 
backhanded compliment, but I would 
appreciate it if you would return the 
posters, at your earliest convenience, 
to the main art office in Kittredge 
 . 
Thank you. 
Jolene Perry 
Possible hypocrisy seen 
Dear Editor: 
I see that we are right in step with 
the Carter Administration and the 
"anti-limousine" policy. Either that, 
or our "social-progressive" Geraldo 
Rivera was chauffered in a red 
Mercedes at his request (doubtful!). 
If the latter is true, then I find it 
difficult to decide whether such a 
request, or compliance with the 
request is the greater crime. 
Ken Rousslang 
Ass't Prof of Chemistry 
Error pointed out 
Dear Editor :  
In the March II TRAIL, the 
article, "Board Grants Tenure", was 
subjected to poor proofreading. A 
professor may be defined as an 
"assistant" or an "associate' . 
professor, but "full" professor is not 
a correct term. A "full" professor is 
accurately and properly titled 
"professor". Although this is a 
common mistake it represents a lack 
of professionalism on the part of the 
TRAIL staff. 
Melissa Berg 
Bills need attention 
Dear Editor: 
As we approach another Tax Day 
(April 151, there are a couple of bills 
pending in the House of 
Representatives which will be of 
interest to many students and faculty 
of the University of Puget Sound. 
Some 54 million Americans are 
hit with an income tax penalty of up 
to 20 percent because they are single, 
or because they are married with 
both partners working. The 
Committee of Single Taxpayers 
(COST) has been working for several 
years to eliminate the inequity. To 
accomplish this goal, Rep. Ed Koch 
has again introduced HR 850 in the 
House Ways and Means Committee. 
Also pending in the Ways and 
Means is HR 84, introduced by Rep. 
Herb Harris, which would make a 
beginning toward income tax 
equality for renters, similar to what 
has for so long been available to 
homeowners. 
Anyone in terested in more 
information about these bills is urged 
to send a long, self-addressed 
stamped envelope to me at the 
address below, mentioning that this 
letter was read in the Puget Sound 
TRAIL. Thank you. 
Lee Spencer 
Box 4330 
Arlington, Virginia 22204 
?here's 
lots of living 
and 
loving ahead 
`Why  cut it short? 
NM_ 
	
 
Cancer Society, 
The TRAIL is published weekly 
on Fridays during the academic 
semester by the Associated Students 
of the University of Puget Sound. 
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are 
those of the author and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the 
students, faculty, administration or 
Puget Sound TRAIL staff. The yearly 
subscription rate is $5.50. Our offices 
are located in Room 214 of the 
Student Union Building. 
University of Puget Sound 
1500 N. Warner 
Tacoma, WA 9 8416 
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Tuition increase 
not forgotten 
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It's been a  month now since the tuition increase was first announced and  a 
lot of the complaining has quieted down. The matter hasn't been forgotten 
however. 
The Student Senate, along with the faculty, was first informed of the 
proposed change on February 7. All the facts and figures were thrown on us at 
that time and we were given the opportunity to give our views on the matter. 
What opportunity? 
11-e following morning the proposed increase was considered by the 
Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees and then passed onto the entire 
Board the next day. In a sitaution like that, anything the Senate had to say 
could only be lip service - token student involvement. 
This is the method of handling tuition increases at most schools, and it is 
the way it has always been done at UPS. Nothing unusual happened this year 
in the way the increase was handled. 
But after that increase in tuition and the cost of room and board, which 
brought the total increase within the last three years to $1,175 ($290 for 
75-76, $485 for 76-77, and $400 for 77-78), it is important that student 
opinions on the matter not be ex post facto. If our involvement is to be 
meaningful it should be given at the beginning of the decision making process. 
This is the message that I delivered to the Board of Trustees Executive 
Committee meeting Monday. I presented it in the form of  a resolution passed 
by the Student Senate on March 8. It Is too late to do anything this year but 
next year students will be included in the budgeting process. Tuition increases 
may be inevitable, a fact of life, but not until after student ideas are given. 
• • • 
The UPS food service committee has begun its process this past week of 
"implementing a more nutritionally based diet." This committee, and the 
corresponding change of food, is  a result of a favorable resPonsefrom 830 
students who voted on the referendum at the last election. 
Besides implementing the change, the committee is assigned the task of 1) 
educating the students  as to the reasoning behind the change, and 2) to gather 
feedback from the student body. The changes will be implemented one at  a 
time so that feedback on that particular change may be given. 
The whole process may be stopped or changed at any time so if you have 
any imput on the subject give it to Peter Orser, chairman, and his committee. 
• • 
Cellar 10 had its grand opening Monday night, and I'm sure everyone in 
attendance enjoyed themselves. The music of Sparrow was particularly good. 
ASUPS took over the Cellar during Winterim. At that time we made the 
physical improvements of painting, laying a new carpet, and adding some 
plants and pictures. We also contracted with the Antique Sandwich Shop to 
take over the food service. Already three weeks overdue is  a giant television 
screen to be placed in the Cellar. 
ASUPS took over the Cellar with the purpose of providing the students 
with a place of their own in which they can sit down, relax, B.S., and generally 
have fun. It's yours!! Use it! 
If you have any suggestions or ideas to improve it contact Rob Costello, 
chairperson of the Cellar 10 advisory committee, (ext. 4184), or Tamara 
Gross chairperson of the Cellar 10 programming committee (ext. 3367). 
SAVE A 
FRIEND'S LIFE. 
FOR A DIME. 
For free information. write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockville. Maryland 20852 
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Take your life 
in your 
own hands. 
   
    
   
Nine out of ten breast cancers are discovered 
by women themselves. 
If you're not already examining your breasts 
because you don't know how, any doctor or qualified 
nurse will be glad to help you. 
Breast self-examination is a gentle art of self-
defense. It takes only a few minutes a month. 
It's simpler and faster than putting on your eye 
make-up. And certainly more important. 
Think about it before you turn the page. 
Nothing you can do for yourself is as easy or has 
as much effect on your future health and happiness. 
We want to cure cancer in your lifetime. 
Give to the American Cancer Society. 
American Cancer Society 
  
Kim Chi Ha is 
ON TRIAL 
FOR HIS LIFE 
in South Korea. His 
"crime": Writing arti-
cies criticizing the South 
Korean government's 
harsh treatment of poli-
tical dissidents. 
Kim Chi Ha and half a 
million other "prisoners 
of conscience" are in 
jails around the world, 
not for anything they 've 
done, but for what they 
believe. Help us help 
them. Write 
AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL 
2112 Broadway NY, NY 
10023 • 212-787-8906 
1977 U 
Prisoners of 
Conscience Year 
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By the time 
we're old enough to 
have children, we've 
been thoroughly sold 
on the idea. 
By our parents, 
our grandparents, 
our friends and 
neighbors, the media, 
everyone. 
It's hard to 
remember we ever 
had a choice in the 
first place. 
But there is a 
choice. Having a 
child is a tremendous 
responsibility and 
an important decision. 
Probably the most 
important decision 
we'll ever make. 
And once it's 
made, it can never 
be undone. 
Just remember .. 
you do have a choice. 
So think about it, 
and do what's right 
for you. 
For more information write: 
National 
Organization 
for 
Non-Parents 
806 Reisterstown Road 
Baltimore. Maryland 21208 
I'd like to know more about N.O.N. 
Please send me your free 
-Am I Parent - Material" package 
name 
address 
city/statetrip 
Just whose idea 
is this, anyway? 
ti 
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Brown and Haley lecture series presents novel ideas 
Evolution of ancient man's mind traced through his art 
By CHUCK BACHMAN 
At first, the Brown and Haley lecture series with 
Denys Haynes did not make any Sense. Maybe I missed 
something during the second lecture. I could barely keep 
my eyes open that evening. 
To begin, Haynes is the former keeper of Greek and 
Roman antiquities at the British Museum. He gave three 
lectures dealing with the concept of freedom reflected 
through Greek art. It was Haynes' assumption that 
freedom began to develop in Greece around 600 B.C: 
Haynes presented this concept by beginning with early 
Greek art. About 800 B.C. the vases were adorned with 
geometric patterns. As the years progressed, human 
figures were painted on the vases. The early human figures 
had large trunks, skinny legs, big shoulders and tiny 
heads. Supposedly, this is a reflection of what the Greeks 
thought of themselves. Many of these early paintings were 
about Greek gods. This, claims Haynes, is because 
theGreeks, then, had a heavy reliance upon the gods. 
The "Kouros from Tenea," 570 B.C., was one of the 
first statues to actually look like a person. The body 
dimensions and the face are now outlined. The "Kroisos," 
540 B.C., is similiar except the facial expression seems to 
reflect thought, where the "Kouros" had a blank 
expression. 
This type of progression kept going. The statues and 
paintings continued to concentrate on man as a thinker, a 
contemplator, and as apart from his surroundings. Statues 
such as "The Discus Thrower" placed man in action. 
Previous statues were made to be viewed from the front. 
"The Discus Thrower" was meant to be viewed from any 
angle. Haynes believes this is a reflection, by the sculptor,  
of man's independence and freedom from his 
environment. 
Haynes' final contention is of man's involvement with 
each other. In the "Grave Stele of Hegeso," 400 B.C., a 
servant and her mistress are shown in such a way to imply 
a link of love and respect for each other. Previously, 
people were shown together but they appeared detached 
from one another. 
After hearing these arguments I was still unconvinced. 
It seemed the Greeks simply improved on their ability to 
accurately portray themselves and their surroundings in 
paintings and sculptor. 
I brought these doubts up to a friends, who had 
attended the lectures. He told me I was wrong and 
proceeded to explain why. 
Between 15.000 and 10,000 B.C., wall paiatings 
flourished in Prehistoric Europe. Man demonstrated his 
ability to paint accurate images of animals. During the 
golden years of Egypt, 3,000 to 1,000 B.C., fantastic 
pyramids were filled with beautifully realistic statues and 
paintings. So the Greeks had the knowledge and ability to 
paint and sculpt as they pleased. 
Why did the Greeks develop this concept of freedom? 
What were the Greeks, and civilization, prior to the 
change, like? Finally, what scientific arguments might 
help this concept of magnitudal transformation? 
All these questions are explored in a new book by 
Julian Jaynes, The Origin of Consciousness in the 
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. Jaynes is a research 
psychologist at Princeton. He believes man began to 
develop language around 100,000 B.C. Man did not have a 
real consciousness then, so he developed the right side of  
the brain to give commands to himself. The left side of 
the brain was for speech. 
Jaynes backs this assumption up with several 
examples. Neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield has done tests 
where he probed the right side of the brain. The subjects 
would hear music and commanding voices. Early writing 
such as the Old Testament and the /Iliad contain people 
who are being ordered to do things without question -
Moses, Abraham, Ulysses, Achilles or Noah. 
Later writings like the New Testament or the Odyssey 
had men who questioned and pondered their existence. 
Perhaps the most vivid, and frightening, proof is 
offered through today's schizophrenics. Jaynes believes 
they are evolutionary "throw-backs." "Schizes" (using 
Dr. Hartley's term) are persons who can revert back to 
listening to the voices. The "schizes" lose their ability to 
think, to examine and to have a consciousness. 
Jaynes believes the Ionian invasions between 1,200 
B.C. and 1,100 B.C., in Greece, jolted them into the 
modern world. Jaynes says written words and a society 
growing more and more complex also contributed to the 
collapse of the "bicarmeral" civilization. 
The implications of Jaynes theory are sure to be as 
controversial as Darwin's Theory of Evolution. If the 
voices were fabricated, modern day religions have lost an 
important link with the past. It will be interesting to 
watch and listen as this question enters the political and 
academic arena. 
For a more extensive background to this controversy, 
read the book by Jaynes, the March 14 review of Jaynes' 
book in TIME Magazine, and the printed edition of this 
year's Brown anri Haley Lectures. 
Skiing isn't just fun, glamour and 
excitement. It's health, fitness 
and happiness too. 
Skiers really know how to live. And knowing how to live is 
one of the secrets of a long life. To live better... to live 
longer, means taking the simple care to exercise well. 
Because regular exercise is the only way to keep all of your 
600 muscles in shape. Especially the most important one —
your heart. 
Try skiing for winter exercise. It's fun, it's glamorous and 
it's exciting. You'll find that it's invigorating too. 
So, check into skiing at a ski area or shop near you. Or go 
on a hike, ride a bike, play squash, or swing a tennis racket. 
Join the millions of other healthy people going for the 
good life. 
Public Service Advertisement 
for the President's Council on Physical Fitness 
Grading Forum draws big turnout. 
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KUPS article #43 
KUPS jinx strikes again 
Another calamity has hit KUPS-FM. High winds blew the antenna 
down last week, indefinitely postponing the station's broadcast date. 
"It might be a week, two weeks, a month, probably next year 
before we get it fixed, if we get it fixed,  ' Station Manager Robert Reppas 
said. "And to think, the Federal Communications Commission just sent us our 
broadcast authorization. It's a bitter blow." 
The antenna is not the facility's only problem. In the past week 
transmission wires have short circuited. The kitchen's disposal line, running 
overhead, broke burying the studio under half of foot of grease and food 
waste. 
"Sometimes I get the feeling we're jinxed," Business Manager Malcolm 
Turner said. 
"We were never meant to go on the air," Reppas added. "It just wasn't in 
the cards. Every possible thing that could go wrong has gone wrong. This is the 
last straw." 
Reppas said that after two years of trying to build the station, he was 
finished with it. "Let someone else try it.  I wash my hands of the whole 
matter." 
The latest disaster makes the recent dispute with the Board of Trustees 
mute. The Trustees have threatened to foreclose on their $20,000 loan to 
ASUPS to build the station unless they are given complete control over all 
programming. 
"Now there's no station left for them to have control over," Turner said. 
Reppas said the current plan is remove all the useable equipment and store 
it in a closet in the ASUPS office. The door to the station will be sealed with 
padlocks. 
"Perhaps at some point in the future another attempt will be made to build 
a station. For now, I intend to take all that is salvagable and proceed with our 
original goal, KUPS Television." 
Junk food junkies defend SUB food 
As a counter to the Committee for the Betterment of 
SUB Food, a Junk Food Committee has been formed. 
"We believe in the United States Constitution and the 
right to determine our own individual destinies" said 
David Ricketts, committee chairman. 
The group's goals are to preserve the current SUB food 
set up and lobby for less nutritious items in the cafeteria. 
"As far as I'm concerned there aren't enough ice cream 
novelties, hot dogs, sugared cereals and soft drinks," he 
added. "Of course it's all a matter of individual choice, we 
won't push for anything we don't think most of the 
students want. I'm just saying that everyone has an 
individual right to poison themselves if they want to and 
no institution should stand in their way." 
Ricketts said the discontinued use of nutritional foods 
would free money to buy more junk food without any 
increased cost to students. 
To this effect, the committee plans to get a 
referendum on the next ASUPS election ballot that would 
Philip Phibbs , University of Puget 
Sound President, was ousted from 
power today by administration 
strongman James Clifford. 
According to administration 
sources, the coup took place early 
this morning before most of the 
Jones Hall staff arrived for work. 
When Phibbs came to his office, he 
rescind the nutritionally based diet that was voted in 
during the last election. 
They would also like to bring a series of speakers to 
campus to try to influence student opinion. "We're 
hoping to get Ronald McDonald," Ricketts said. "Our 
only fear is that only students already on our side will 
come to hear him." 
Ricketts said the committee began informally. He was 
sitting in the cafeteria with friends eating popsicles when 
someone commented that they might not be able to have 
them anymore. "This raised our collective indignant 
consciousness," he added. 
Ricketts charges that campus media has failed to 
present balanced coverage of the food issue. 
"It seems that almost every week the TRAIL runs a 
story on the SUB foodcommittee or an opinion piece 
about nutrition. The junk food advocates should get some 
coverage too. Up to now our side has been completely 
neglected." 
found the lock changed and the door 
barred by two UPS Safety/Security 
employees armed with .32 cal. 
automatic flashlights. 
The UPS Board of Trustee's has 
called an emergency session and will 
meet Friday afternoon. While the 
board appears split over the issue, the 
Clifford faction is predicting 
confirmation of the change-over by 
Friday evening. 
Clifford explained that Phibbs 
had been planning to transfer his 
secretary into the president's office. 
"She types 140 words per minute 
and good secretaries are hard to come 
by," Clifford said. "You ought to see 
her take dictation," he added 
enthusiastically. 
Clifford had apparently been 
occupying the President's office since 
about 6 a.m. 
According to a communique 
issued from Clifford's office, the 
take-over move was brought about by 
"unresolveable disagreement about 
administrative reorganization." 
In a telephone conversation with 
reporters this morning, Clifford 
expanded his charges. 
"There were a lot of things we 
disagreed on," Clifford siad, "but it 
was my secretary that broke the 
camel's back." 
Dean's office sponsors kegger 
The Dean of Students office is 
throwing a campus wide kegger this 
weekend. 
The event will be held in the SUB 
Lounge Saturday from 8 p.m. to 
midnight. All students, faculty and 
staff are invited. 
"We're never going to be able to 
stop or even hide drinking on this 
campus," said a spokesman for the 
dean's office. "So we decided, what 
the hell, if you can't beat 'em, join 
'em. This'll be a chance to bring 
everyone  fo.ather on common 
ground. We've invited (President 
Philip) Phibbs and the Board of 
Trustees." 
"If it's successful, we plan to hold 
a series of keggers all over campus," 
he added. "We might even hold one 
in the Fieldhouse, set up a German 
buffet and invite all of Tacoma. 
Those President's roundtables won't 
hold a candle to this event." 
"UPS was once on Playboy's list 
of party schools. We're going to see if 
we can get it back on there." 
In response to the English dept.'s Irish festival, Physic dept. professor Bert Brown has announced 
Mars week. Featured will be movies and extraterrestial guest lecturers(pictured above). "Next 
year we hope to have a black hole on exhibit,"Brown said. 
Clifford ousts Phibbs! 
Beastly bell banned by board 
The Library bell tower will be permanently silenced as 
of next Monday, the Board of Trustees announced 
yesterday. 
After a heated meeting, in which members of the 
psychology department and administration actively 
participated, orders were issued to the plant department. 
According to one Board member, Rev. Troy Strong, a 
group of psychology students and faculty members have 
been conducting an intensive study on the effects of the 
bell on human behavior, in conjunction with two other 
major universities. The research team concluded, Strong 
says, that after an extended period of time, subjects 
exposed to the bell vnere actually showing less initiative, 
decisiveness, and overall intelligence. 
According to the head of the psychology department, 
Dr. Robert Hartley, I.Q. scores among subjects exposed 
for a long period of time appeared to be dropping. 
"Many criticisms have been made of the I.Q. test as an 
actual measure of intelligence, so  I would be reluctant to 
estimate the significance of this data. However, subjects 
exposed to the bells for more than 10 years, for instance, 
seem to be less bright," Harlety says. 
"We suspect that the cause may be related to classic 
experiments in psychology. To put it in a layman's frame 
of reference, you are probably aware that rats have 
traditionally been trained to respond to a bell, or some 
other stimulus at set intervals. 
"In the same way that rat behavior is modified to 
respond to bells, human behavior on the campus is also 
modified. We hear a bell we go to class. 
"Although we may be bringing rats to a higher level of 
behavior through modification, we are degrading human 
behavior by the same means," he concluded. 
The dilema, Strong says, was brought to the Board 
for intensive study almost a month ago. After 
collaboration with the University of Washington and 
University of Oregon data was shown, Strong says the 
trustees "had to face facts." 
"Science can't explain the reason for the effect of the 
bells right now. All we know is we should respond," 
Strong says. 
The research, Strong admits, raises a frightening 
questions. The research team concluded that students 
probably do not experience the dulling effect of the bells 
by the time they complete their four years of study. 
"But what about the faculty," Strong asks. 
Law school correspondent Rupp to retire 
Jim Rupp, the law school correspondent for the 
TRAIL recently announced that he will be retiring from 
that post, effective April 20. 
At a news conference in his Gig Harbor study, Rupp 
told his mirror that he had led an active life as a news 
reporter for the college newspaper but he felt it was time 
to move on to a higher calling. When asked what that 
calling was, Rupp said he didn't have the faintest idea. 
In reminiscing about his long journalistic career, 
spanning from September, 1976 to March, 1977, the legal 
reporter remembered the high points. "The biggest event" 
he said, "and one that really made life worth living, was 
receiving the notice that I was not the recipient of the 
Malcolm Turner Award for Journalistic Excellence." 
But although his career has allowed him to cover many 
aspects of law school life Rupp lamented that there were 
many stories he will always regret missing. "One of the 
biggies was being present when Professor's last pair of 
pants shrunk,"Rupp commented. "And Broadway Jeff's 
skiing trip was one that touched the hearts of many." 
Classroom activities provided a number of newsworthy 
events that Rupp wishes he had seen. Like the time 
professor Spike admitted that the Supreme Court decided 
a case with gut reaction and not by applying constitutional' 
principles. "Now that was an event," said Rupp. "I heard 
they had to carry five students out of the room in shock." 
"And I11 always remember hearing about "The Beav's" 
comment to Joe Student: "Bother me! Bother men! 
Nothing bothers me! Except when lawyers don't get paid, 
now that bothers me!" 
Since Rupp was the only reporter at the law school he 
also found it impossible to cover one of the annual 
events at UPS. "Who could miss seeing the Marine make 
his annual trip to his torts class carrying a six-foot piece 
of plastic water pipe? I mean that's tradition!" 
"Yes," Rupp sayd, "there were many newsworthy 
items I would have liked to have shared with the public. 
Many's the time I missed covering big stories. Like the 
Strait dog's infatuation with D.G.'s leg. And D.B.'s rage 
when the word got out that the dry look was here to 
stay." 
"And," he added, "who could forget Maximilian's 
reversion to adolescence with the quick stroke of a 
razor." 
But all of these were minor disappointments to Rupp. 
The biggest let down was minor to some but he'll never 
forgive Isaac Boyce for failing to give recognition to the 
attributes of the Divine Miss M. "That was a real 
mistake," he sighed. "I.B. missed the perfect line. He 
simply said, 'Your logic is faultless,' but he could have 
given recognition where it's due and said, 'Your logic, ike 
your body, is faultless, just faultless.' Oh well, there's no 
accounting for taste." 
In looking over his journalistic career, Rupp also 
remembered the close brush with an untimely death. It 
was during finals week last semester and, in an effort to 
cheer up a secretary he cheerfully asked whether she was 
hoping for a boy or a girl. "Well," the young lady replied, 
"my sister is hoping for a girl. I'm not expecting 
anything." News is always in the making at the UPS Law 
School. 
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Executions tentative 
The Registrar's office has 
announced that anyone registerin4 
late for summer school will b-! 
executed. 
SUB attacked 
The SUB food -improvement 
committee, chaired by Peter Orser, 
launched a surprise attack on the 
food service kitchen Wednesday 
afternoon as the cooks were 
preparing dinner. The committee 
charged screaming and shouting 
through the kitchen, overturning a 
deep fat fryer, ripping open boxes of 
sugared breakfast cereals and jumping 
up and down on loaves of white 
bread. 
The vandals stormed out to the 
trash cans in back of the SUB 
carrying armloads of wieners, cold 
cuts and ice cream bars. The rampage 
ended when the skins and bones of 
several domestic animals, later 
identified as pussycats, were 
discovered in the garbage cans. 
Orser said the committee's next 
step will be to circulate yet another 
questionnaire asVing whether 
students would be in favor of having 
catburger removed from the menu. 
 
Search committee presents new dean  - 
 
Vice President James Clifford hires new secretary. 
  
Puget Sound Museum researchers arrested 
An extensive medical research 
experiment which had continued 
covertly for more than two years, 
was uncovered recently when federal 
agents arrested three, researchers in 
connection with the project. 
The arrests were made at the 
University of Puget Sound Museum 
of Natural History, where researchers 
there claimed that they were on the  
verge of discovering methods of 
significantly extending life 
expectancy. 
Dr. John Livingston, one of those 
arrested, explained that the efforts of 
the three revolved around the theory 
that newly generated cells could be 
transplanted from a new-born 
organism to an aging organism, 
thereby rejuvenating the recipient. 
Livingston 	 said, 	 ''We 
experimented with a wide variety of 
living speciments without much 
success but recently, just before our 
efforts were foiled, we found the one 
and only perfect cell donor." 
The donor that Livingston spoke 
of is a variety of seagull which is 
unique to the northern coast of 
Canada. 
The juvenile seagulls were being 
shipped to the university whre the 
transplant was completed with 
porpoises supplied by the Pacific 
Tuna Fleet. 
Livingston believed that by 
continuing these transplants on a 
routine basis, the lives of the 
porpoises could be extended 
indefinitely. 
The project was ended abruptly, 
however, when Federal Officers 
arrested the three and charged them 
with "Transporting Young Gulls 
Across State Borders for Immortal 
Porpoises." 
Safety/Security blotter 
Toyota smashes through'Jones, injures nine, leaving path of destruction behind it 
A series of explosions was heard 
coming from the basement of 
Harrington Hall Thursday night. 
Investigators found a Harrington 
resident lying unconscious on the 
floor. Next to him were an empty 
package of Pop Rocks and several 
molars. 
• • 
A Gamma Phi resident was in 
hysterics late last night after she 
reported seeing a streaker running 
through the fountain in front of 
Thompson Hall wearing nothing but 
a bowtie. Safety/Security personnel 
calmed her down, explaining that 
President Phibbs was only taking a 
shower, not streaking. 
Nine people were injured when a 
blue Toyota made a wrong turn in 
the Todd Hall parking lot and 
careened through the double doors at 
the south end of Jones Hall Monday 
afternoon. 
The vehicle drove down the hall 
running over two students, three 
clerks, three secretaries and one 
administrator, before exiting through 
the theatre department. Property 
damage was confined to the 
demolition of three sets of double 
doors and skid marks on the carpet. 
The injured were taken to 
Tacoma General Hospital. 
Safety/Security declined to give their 
names. The Tacoma Police 
Department is investigating. 
Over the weekend a set of 
bookshelves was found dismantled on 
the third floor of the library. All the 
nuts were stolen. 
An exhibitionist, reported to 
Safety/Security that he had been 
physically attacked by two female 
UPS students Friday night. 
He said he was standing on the 
corner of 15th and Alder Street when 
he exposed himself to two female 
joggers. He claims they started to 
kick at him and chase him down the 
street. The flasher was able to 
identify the joggers. The matter has 
been mfenud to student court. 
• • 
A peeping Tom was reported on 
campus 	 Sunday 	 night. 
Safety/Security 	 personnel 
investigating the matter found the 
suspect at a party in the basement of 
Anderson-Langdon Hall. Evidently, 
he had been peering through the 
basement windows when the 
residents of one room invited him in. 
• * 
The home of President Philip 
Phibbs was broken into sometime 
between the hours of 1 a.m. and 5 
a.m. Saturday. The only items 
missing were 37 bow ties. There are 
no suspects. 
• • 
A graduate ceramics student 
apparently went beserk March 22 and 
ate three bisque pots before being 
restrained. Security is withholding 
the name of the student. 
A dog fight involving at least 50 dogs 
was broken up by security personnel 
in front of Todd Hall last Friday. 
Several dogs were ripped beyond 
identity. The apparent object of 
contention was a  SUB Shrimpburger. 
An off -campus student was 
relieved of his bag lunch by some 
crows on March 24. Reportedly he 
was pecked until he relinquished the 
food by at least seven large birds. 
Security is investigating. 
Joan Lynott won the Lloyd 
Cooney award for honesty in 
journalism last Tuesday night. 
The award was bestowed to the 
UPS Press Relations Director for her 
contributions to the December Issue 
of Arches Magazine; the university's 
alumni publication. 
"I've always tried to tell the 
truth," said the pretty, dark haired 
Ms. Lynott. "I think it's important 
that the Alumni of this great school 
be told exactly the way things are on 
this campus." 
Mr. Cooney upon giving the 
award said. "I think it's terrific that 
we in the northwest can be so 
fortunate to have young people with 
such a capacity for the valid. I'm so 
happy I can be a part of this up and 
coming talent and her search for the 
real issues." 
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RAIL EDITORIAL 
Matt McCully/Just Ramblin' 
Asking the question of life UPS: Everything's nice 
It is the nature of newspapers, I fear, to concerntrate on the 
negative, to accent the bad news and scandals. The bizzare is taken 
out of context and blown up. 
For those, reasons, the sitautions portrayed in newspapers are 
not always accurate. 
The TRAIL certainly has this problem. I would therefore like to 
take this opportunity to apologize to anyone who might have been 
upset or offended by anything in any of the stories we've run this 
year. I assure you, we will try to do better in the future. 
Sometimes we encounter material many think would be better 
left unwritten about. I would like to remind these people that we are 
a newspaper and have an obligation to cover allstories no matter how 
unpleasant they may be. We review everything for its 
appropriateness. We will not run material that offends people unless 
it's unintentional or absolutely unavoidable. 
I can understand how administratorsor faculty members might be 
offended. They have made a career out of education and helping 
students. Suddenly, in the pages of the TRAI L, they find themselves 
being questioned by their young, wet-behind-the-ears charges. 
I've instructed the TRAIL reporters to adopt a respectful 
attitude toward these poeple when conducting interviews. After 
their many years of experience, they certainly know what's best for 
US. 
Occassionally, students will get all excited because the 
administration makes major decisions without consulting them. Well, 
how can you efficiently consult 3,000 odd students? You can't. The 
administrators know their jobs and I think we ought to trust them. 
After all, they have our interests at heart. 
The administration should be fully supported by the students in 
their attempts to clean out the dead wood, deny tenure to no good 
professors, establish a air grading system and develop a curriculum 
that teaches us what we need to now. 
At UPS there is a system. If you buck it things can be 
uncomfortable. If you follow it, you will be led to your proper place 
in society. One might even become a young executive in a major 
corporation. 
Once in a while we might slip up at the TRAIL and print some 
criticism, but let's face it - UPS is really a good school. 
Karl Marx 
Editor 
What is life? 
The question has been asked for centuries and will 
probably continue to be asked throughout time. 
Medically speaking, life is the time from birth to 
death, and everything that happens in between. 
But I think life is more than that. Life is what we 
make of it. It's not how long we are on this earth, but all 
that we accomplish in that time. Some people have really 
fulfilling lives in a short period of time while others spend 
long, fruitless time on Earth. 
My advice is make the most of your time on Earth. It 
passes really quick and is gone before you know it. 
Education is one of the main things that we fill our 
Reeding, righting and illiteracy 
Deer Editer; 	 descent training in Basics; grammer, 
	
Over the passed for years wee 	 reeding, and righting, supposably taut 
students have been dammed in grade school. 
internally for the rising illiteracy 	 For instants, nationwide english 
problem in are schools. We sea that 	 tests given to college freshman last 
the affect of the problem is effecting 	 fall have shone that moore then half 
many students later on in live, 	 could 
	
not have past high school 
especially those of us that go on to 	 level english coarses. Two sight 
college. Coping with illiteracy is knot 	 another example, many freshman at 
an easy task to except. 	 UPS our not a loud too continue 
	
In edition too the towering 	 there education hear until they have 
stack of letters from irate parents and 
	
had a basic english-summery, righting 
cheated students, I two, wish to 	 class. 
submit my personnel shutter of 
	
We cannot devoid certain 
dispare to the lofty pile. 	 inevitable questions: Who's fault it? 
	
Presently I am inrolled as a junior 	 Are wee b ginning to loose cite of are 
hear at the Universally of Puget 	 goals in educating are students? It 
Sound. My transcript reeds that I am 	 seams a madder of primcipal: if 
an english major all though you wood schools our too educate? why our 
never guess it. Write now in the 	 students not bean educated? 
context of my education, (or 	 The problem of illiteracy still 
ineducation you might say) I am 	 remains. In are country whear pubic 
beginning to feel the pangs of 	 education are formally established 
illiteracy constantly jabbing at my 	 national church; we have fallen away, 
side, scolding me for my lack of a 	 dipped in to the realme of 
Penny Drost/State and local 
Analysis of political system 
in our shcools 
inerudition and ignorence of basic 
educational concepts. We cannot 
remain stationery forever, we must 
move foreward, and device sum 
Weigh to get outa are educational 
rutt. 
Respectively you'res, 
Jim Lekas 
Deer cheese seep 
Dear Mr. Editor: 
Who decides on the menu at your 
school, anyway? I see that you had 
Deer Cheese Soup last week for 
lunch. I think that's terrible! How 
can you kill poor defenseless little 
deer just to make into soup? If you 
kill little Bambis, pretty soon you'll 
start killing little Thumpers and little 
Dumbos and little . ' 
Oh! Does that say Beer Cheese 
Soup? Beer? Not Deer ? 
Never mind! 
Emily Litella 
time with. We get a lot of our education in the classroom, 
but also a lot of it comes outside school in the real world. 
Once we stop learning we are through. Do your best to 
keep learning - keep your eyes and ears open always. I 
guarantee you'll be a better person. 
Another big part of life is love. You should love 
everybody. I know it's not easy, especially when people 
aren't very nice to you. But give it a try. Turn the other 
cheek. Remember the Golden Rule. 
In conclusion, remember these important things: 
making use of your time, education, and love. And you 
will have a long, prosperous life. 
Honest Lie-not recipient of Cooney award 
For a conservative political thinker, in a sea of liberals, 
there can be nothing more agitating or depressing than 
such a base attack on that which is inherent to conservative 
thought. 
Time and time again, in the mainstream of life, we are 
faced with such jabber; and we can dispute it until we are 
literally exhausted and still fall short of inplanting any 
hint of wisdom in the minds of our opponents. 
Only last November the infernal rhetoric began anew, 
exploiting ail historical perspectives and nearly preventing 
the development of any prospects for future visions and 
renumeration. Of course, presidential elections are 
notorious for such recurrent blasphemy, but 1976, 
indeed, marked a new all-time high. 
Althouah such damning language is generally ongoing, 
only elections bring it square into the public eye and it is 
the only time we conservative politicos relish the thought 
of fewer elections. 
Worse yet, as of this date, the solution to this dreadful 
situation still evades all of us and leaves us buried beneath 
its fruitless soil. 
Conferences, seminars, study sessions, and retreats have 
not, as yet, even come close to shedding one ray of light 
on the matter. 
We can only warn citizens, as explicitly as possible, 
that they should be ever aware of its existence and 
pervasive nature. Once you have fallen prey to its ever 
expanding infusion, you will never again be able to shake 
its lasting doom. UPS English dept. declare themselves literate 
Fir tree 
Angry fir tree 
cites UPS for 
discrimination 
The University of Puget Sound 
may have to find a new mascot. 
An angry fir tree is claiming 
discrimination, saying the Logger 
title is supportive of genocide. 
"It's simply degrading," says a 
local Cascade mountain resident. 
"We've been a majority in this state 
for years and have always been cut 
down." Other fir trees supported the 
motion. They claim retribution if 
action is not taken. 
"You'll see," said the large, quiet 
fir. "A lot of things are going to 
change around here if we don't get 
our way." 
Anti-Advocate club 
A club is being formed of all the 
poeple who have been attacked in the 
ADVOCATE. 
A group spokesman said they 
were banding together to pool 
finances and obtain court restraining 
orders. Members of this illustrious 
and non-exclusive bunch already 
include Robert Reppas, Anne Pence, 
Miriam Whitaker, Laurie Sardinia, 
Karl Ohls, Doug Gillespie, Rev. Troy 
Strong and Malcolm Turner. 
Leroy Annis 
The UPS English Department was 
assured of its Literacy last week by 
the certification of a departmental 
fiat. 
"Keep up the good work," was 
the recently retired faculty member's 
only endorsement. 
Tolstoy or Annis? 
Leroy Annis, UPS English 
professor, put to rest yesterday 
rumors about his possible rebirth. 
"I am not Leo Tolsty's 
reincarnation." 
He refused to comment further, 
walking away quickly into his office. 
His uncanny resemblance to the 
great Russian author has been the 
suli . Ti.ct of much debate between Dr. 
John Magee of the philosophy 
department, and Dr. Ralph Corkrum 
of the English Department. 
"I just know he is, he has to be. 
Could it be that he's lying about it?" 
asked a suspicious Dr. Corkrum when 
he heard about the statement. 
"I was sure of it all along," said 
Dr. Magee upon hearing the news. 
"These things just aren't possible. 
Leo Tolstoy 
Cincinnati leaves Tacoma. 
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Soviet cager to major in basketball and explosives 
Paul Bunyan has returned to the Loggers. 
Igor Andreonov, 7-6, 400 lb. basketball behemoth 
from the Soviet Union, has signed a national letter of 
intent to attend the University of Puget Sound next fall, 
athletic director Doug McArthur disclosed Thursday. 
Details of the signing are unconfirmed, but it may be 
the single gibbers recruiting prize in college history. It was 
reported five major colleges which included UCLA, 
Arizona and Notre Dame had offered Andreonov hefty 
athletic scholarships to sign on the dotted line. 
The 27-year-old Andreonov, born and raised) in 
Leningrad, was so big and hairy in his early teens, he 
bore striking resemblance to purported; pictures of the' 
legendary Sasquatch. For the past six years, he played on 
the Russian national team and is currently the all-time 
leading rebounder in the Soviet Union. He averaged more 
than 22 rebounds a game in addition to a 19-point scoring 
output last season. 
"He's the biggest thing I have ever seen," an obviously 
exuberant Don Zech said. "He never leaves his feet, but 
his mere presence in the key is enought to scare away 
opponents thinking about going to the hoop. There is no 
doubt he can dominate." 
McArthur immediately announced that UPS will 
petition for NCAA Division I status, and made a 
somewhat premature order on NCAA tournament tickets. 
It remains a mystery why Andreonov chose UPS. He 
was in the Northwest in 1974 as part of a US-USSR 
basketball series. McArthur said Andreonov never did visit 
the University. 
Andreonov indicated earlier he enjoys the caliber of 
basketball in the United States, but was uncertain if he 
could adapt to the faster pace of the game here. 
At 7-6, Andreonov is reported to be the biggest cager 
the Soviets have ever produced. He has arms the size of 
tree trunks, a physique like a Liberian oil tanker, and can 
slap enemy shots out of the air like a giant fly swatter. He 
can bench press close to 700 pounds and run 
 a mile in a 
little over a week. 
Andreonov defected from the Soviet Union last 
January, and has been hiding out with his close friend 
Bigfoot apparently in Alberta, Canada. He once was in 
charge of defense arsenal for the Soviet Army and enjoys 
playing with explosives. He said he will major in 
explosives at UPS. Later he became a bounC
-e-r at a 
Leningrad bar prior to working at a county zoo. In the late 
1960's he took up basketball after strong urging from the 
Russian government. 
Andreonov still holds the record of 42 rebounds in a 
single game, and although he has never been known as a 
scorer, the Soviets have yet to find anyone who dared 
stop him when he wanted to score. Said his coach, "we 
play a zone defense and Igor plays the middle. After that, 
forget it." 
Pro scouts insist he is too slow to play American ball, 
and with his temper could be dangerous on the court. In 
1973 alone, he ended the career of two Russians when he 
became irate over a missed free throw. At one point in his 
career, it was reported he actually stuffed 
 a man through 
the basket. 
"If he plays football," grid coach Paul Wallrof 
remarked, "he could fill all three linebacker positions, or 
the entire defensive line at once. We would have to make 
room for him." 
Track coach Joe Peyton is consolidating his efforts to 
persuade Andreonov to throw the discus and shot put in 
the Spring. Despite these efforts, Igor seems committed to 
basketball. 
obviously displeased with Andreonov's 
revealed an all-out plan, equiped with 
surveillance to recover the potential 
tment. 
Andreonov will play under the name 
The Kremlin is 
defection, and has 
spys and internal 
million dollar 
While at UPS, 
Paul Bunyan. 
RAIL SPORTS 
Loggers scalp Reds; 
prepare for TCC 
The University of Puget Sound baseballers won the 
first ever college vs. professional game in the Tacoma area, 
upsetting the Cincinnati Reds 12-0 last Monday. 
Dan Besett, Logger southpaw, limited the Reds to just 
three hits, a first inning single by Pete Rose, and fourth 
inning one basers by Joe Morgan and Johnny Bench. 
Besett walked one and struck out eight. 
The Loggers jumped all over the Reds pitching for six 
runs in the first inning and cruised to the victory. 
Back to back home runs by Steve Thomas and 
designated hitter Tim Parker highlighted the Loggers first. 
Coach Jack McGee was still a little disappointed in his 
team's play, terming it "sloppy and sluggish," but feels if 
the squad can beat Tacoma Community College next 
Tuesday it will be the biggest win in UPS history. 
Russell cleans up Super Sonics 	 Doug McArthur canned 
coach. Earlier Russell indicated he wouid not relinguish 
either one of the jobs. 
Hayes is currently the fourth leading scorer in the 
NBA, averaging just under 24 points a contest. He is also 
averaging 14 rebounds per game. 
"He will be the type of player who will make things 
happen," said assistant general manager Bob Walsh. "He's 
an outstanding player and an outstanding person." 
Tolson, Oleynick, Seals and Norwood were unavailable 
for comment, but Blackburn voiced his obvious 
displeasure. 
"I did not realize there was a clause in my contract 
that said announcers could be traded," he objected. 
"What's basketball coming to when money hungry 
executives start trading broadcasters." 
SEATTLE (AP) -- In an unprecedented move, the 
Seattle Super Sonics "cleaned house" early today and 
traded Dean Tolson, Fran Oleynick, Bruck Seals, Willie 
Norwood and Bob Blackburn to the Washington Bullets in 
exchange for superstar Elvin Hayes. Bill Russell indicated 
more changes would be forthcoming if the Sonics failed 
to make the playoffs. 
Tolson, Oleynick and Norwood had all seen only 
limited action in their years with Seattle, but Seals was a 
part-time starter. Blackburn, KOMO voice of the Sonics, 
said he could not understand why he was traded or how 
he could be. 
Russell has admitted publicly that this might be his 
last year with Seattle. Owner Sam Schulman said Russell 
is too expensive in a dual role as general manager and 
In a stunning display of courage, endurance, and sheer stupidity, the UPS 
men and women's crew teams rowed to Honolulu, Hawaii last week. The trip 
was completed in a record time of eight days, four hours, and 33 minutes of 
continuous rowing. 
Departure was from the shell house on dock S4, Tacoma, at 5 a.m. 
Saturday, March 19. Two weights, one women and the other men were 
accompanied by coaches Al Lawrence and Bill Kalenius in motorboats 
carrying supplies, most of which was beer. 
The water was a bit choppy but pressing on at a steady 35 strokes per 
minute, the crews managed to press on. Negotiating , the San Juan Islands near 
midnight, the crew reportedly reached international waters off the coast of 
Oregon by 1 p.m. Sunday. 
Excitement rose early Monday morning as Nancy Cohen, the women's 
coxswain startled everyone by shouting, "Teeth, Teeth!" She eventually 
calmed down and was able to explain to Sonya Petterson, stroke oar of the 
eight, that she thought she had seen a shark. This was subsequently verified by 
Pete Odland, stroke of the men's eight, who was surprised some time later to 
find that the blade of his oar had been bitten off. A new oar was hastily 
supplied from the coaches hoard, and the crews rowed on, somewhat 
apprehensively. Another minor setback occured on Wednesday, with the loss 
overboard of Michael Curtice, of the men's eight, who crabbed-out somewhere 
near the 13th parallel. 
"It's really too bad," remarked Bill Kalenius as he relaxed in the Honolulu 
sunshine. "Mike was a fine oarsman and we'll miss him. He broke so damn 
many oars during races, though, that maybe now our equipment budget will 
Doug McArthur was fired today 
as Athletic Director for the 
University of Puget Sound, president 
Philip Phibbs announced earlier this 
week. 
Phibbs will assume the position 
himself until a full time replacement 
can be found. 
"There really isn't that much 
work involved as Athletic Director," 
the President commented, "so it 
shouldn't be that much of an extra 
burden for me." 
The reasons given for the firing of 
McArthur  were an unsuccessful 
program, particularly in football, 
balance." 
Well into the day on Friday, concern was expressed that the beer was 
running out. Since it was to this the crews attributed their astonishing staying 
power, a new load was quickly airlifted in by radio request of the coaches. 
On the afternoon of the 26th, signs of fatigue began to appear. The men's 
coxswain's voice finally gave out, and he resorted to a system of giving orders 
by clinking beer cans together. On the women's eight, Kay Briller reportedly 
hallucinated that there was a Winchell's Donut shop on the horizon. She had 
to be forcibly restrained from swimming out to meet it. A few assorted crew 
members complained of mild backaches and stiff arms. Sunburn was also 
becoming a serious problem. 
On Sunday morning, jubilation reigned as Diamond Head was vaguely 
glimpsed in the distance. From there on the crew rowed themselves to an 
exhiliarating 45 strokes per minute. Early Monday morning, they sprinted 
triumphantly into Honolulu Harbor. The women's eight reaching the dock two 
lengths ahead of the men's eight. 
"Technique," asserted coach Al Lawrence, "technique will win out over 
brute force everytime." 
As they relaxed in the warm tropical sun, all the crew members agreed, 
even Doug Stickler, who was apparently permanently frozen at the catch 
position, and Ginny Rooney, whose hair was completely sunburned-off, that it 
was worth their effort. 
"Hell," said Grahm Tash as he quaffed his third Singapore Sling. "We had a 
great time. I'm not over-pooped, but  I am a bit sick of beer. Next time let's go 
for Japan!"  
basketball, swimming, and baseball, 
and an inability to get along with the 
athletes. 
Team trades positions 
There will be gioantic changes in 
next year's UPS basketball team, 
according to Logger coach Don Zech. 
In a press conference last week, 
Zech announced that he will move 
6-10 Gordy Lange to a guard and 
experiment with Matt McCully, 5-9 
junior, at the post position. 
"We feel this move will make it 
very hard for opposing teams to 
match up with us," he commented. 
Zech added that, after reviewing 
game films from this year, Logger 
forward Rick Walker will probably 
not see much action next year. 
"He just doesn't do that much 
right," said the coach. "He can't 
shoot, he can't jump, and he's not 
very physical." 
Unclassified 
Would th, flasher who exposed 
himself on tne third floor of the 
library last night please contact the 
head resident of Tenzler Hall? We 
would like You to perform at our 
next dorm meeting. 
WANT TO BE A DEALER? 
Tacoma area drug pusher is looking 
for an on-campus representative. 
Make big money in your spare time. 
Complete range of illicit substances 
to choose from. If Interested leave 
your name and phone number on a 
blank sheet of paper inserted between 
pages 62 and 63 of the telephone 
directory at the SUB phone booth. 
Crew teams luck out-reach isle 
•—••.",-"•••••-- 	 • 
"Compare and you'll bet your bottom 
dollar on us. 
"Because we're the only line of 100% 
natural cotton 14-ounce denim jeans in the 
world without 'jeans problems'. 
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing' denim with the 
amazing Sanfor-Set* process. 
"That's our built-in competitive edge. 
"And the reason we beat their pants off. 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
DON'T SHRINK OUT-OF-SIZE. 
"You're never in a pinch or bind with us 
because, regardless of how many times we're 
washed, the size you buy is the size we stay. 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
DON'T COST A BUNDLE. 
"Our biggest edge? The price 
 you don't pay 
for Do-Nothing because we cost no more than the 
regular price of the biggest seller 
"IF WE'RE LYING 
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK. 
"Because we've got an unconditional 1-year 
warranty: Just send us back our jeans and we'll 
replace them. Or refund your money. 
"Interested enough to try us on for size? 
"Then just dial this toll free number, 
"TO FIND SEDGEFIELD JEANS NEAR YOU 
DIAL 800 T-H-E 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
DON'T NEED IRONING. 
"Throw away your iron. Because we're 
so wrinkle-resistant we come out of  the washer 
and drier 'ready to wear' 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
START OUT NICE AND SOFT. 
"We won't 'stiff' you because we start 
out soft al d get softer, faster. 
edge?©: With the 3Buiit-inItige 
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April interview schedule released by Career Planning 
Sign up sheets for the following 
interviews are available in the 
Academic n Advising and Career 
Planning and Placement office, 
Collins Library, room 225. 
This list is not final. Additional 
organizations may be scheduling 
interview sessions. 
Tuesday, April 12 - Asbury 
Seminary will be interviewing religion 
major for graduate study. Interviews 
will be held at half hour intervals. 
Wednesday, April 13 -
Metropolitan 	 Life 	 Insurance 
Company, Tacoma Office, will be 
interviewing students interested in 
Sales and Sales Management 
positions. 
Thursday, April 14 - Defense 
Contract Audit Agency will be 
interviewing students for positions as 
Accountants and Auditors. These 
positions are in the Seattle Federal 
Building. 
Thursday, April 14 - Everett 
School District will be interviewing 
teacher candidates for secondary and 
elementary school vacancies. 
Friday, April 15 - Department of 
Revenue, State of Washington, will 
be interviewing for 30 openings 
statewide as Revenue Auditors. BA 
degree in Business of Public 
Administration with 12 semester 
hours of accounding; OR, accounting 
degree. 
Tuesday, April 19 - Xerox 
Corporation will be interviewing for 
positions in sales and field work. 
Wednesday, April 20 - Kemper 
Insurance Company will be 
interviewing for positions in sales,  
management, underwriting, claims, 
accounting & personnel. This is a 
Washington Insurance firm. 
Wednesday, April 20 - Dewey, 
Webb & Associates, representing 
Equitable Life Insurance of Iowa, 
will be interviewing for positions in 
sales and sales management for thrir 
Seattle and Tacoma offices. 
Thursday, April 21 - Federal Way 
School District will be interviewing 
teacher candidates for secondary and 
elementary school vacancies. 
Friday, April 22 - Simmons 
Company will be interviewing for 
position in Sales and Sales 
Management. Interviewees must be 
willing to relocate. 
Monday, April 25 - Puyallup 
School Disctrict will be interviewing 
for elementary and secondary school 
vacancies. 
Thursday, April 28 - Burroughs 
Wellcome Pharmaceutical Company 
will be interviewing for positions in 
Sales and Sales Management A slide 
show on the company will be 
presented on April 26th at 12:00 and 
1:00. All interviewees are requested 
to attend. 
Pigs eat up at 
Lewis & Clark 
Editor's Note - The following article 
is reprinted from the Pioneer Log, 
Lewis and Clark College, Portland, 
Ore. 
Four Lewis and Clark biology 
majors, appalled by the amount of 
food waste at SAGA have decided to 
bring one or two pigs on campus to 
eat leftovers. 
The students are seniors Jeff 
Houpt and Nolan Shishido and 
juniors Mike Bonoff and George 
Mayfield. Bonoff said they decided 
on the miniature pigfarm after 
reading a letter in the Feb. 10 issue 
of the LOG. Overseas professor Leo 
A. Jecny had suggested that the 
Biology Department start raising pigs 
on SAGA waste. 
The four will buy one or two 
male weenies sometimes next week 
for around $25 each. They will keep 
them in a sty they're building in the 
north-east corner of the theater 
parking lot. 
Bonoff said that aside from its 
recycling potential, the pig raising 
project "should make a nice 
diversion." 
In addition to the SAGA waste 
the pigs will be fed barley and other 
grains. Pigs grow quickly, so the four 
may have all the necessary ground 
materials for a Hawaiian Spring Luau. 
This won't be a debut for hogs on 
the LC campus. Two years ago, 
biology professor Pat Stallcup kept a 
sow here and fed her on SAGA 
waste. He also used the pig for 
studies on reproductive physiology. 
The sow farrowed 13 young which he 
sold to people on campus. 
He slaughtered the sow a year ago 
because "the project didn't work 
out," one reason being that the 
students didn't have enough time 
and interest in the project. Another 
reason, said Stallcup, was that SAGA 
failed to supply "clean" waste. He 
would find pieces of broken glass and 
metal scraps in the SAGA garbage 
can labelled "PIG FOOD. - 
Japanese movies to show 
The Asian Studies Program in 
cooperation with Communication & 
Theatre Arts will sponsor two 
Japanese classic films by Kurosawa. 
lkiru (To live) will be shown at 4 
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Thursday April 
14. Rashomon will be shown at 4 
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Monday April 18. 
All screenings will be in McIntyre 
006. 
Set in postwar Japan lkiru 
portrays a quest for the meaning of 
life by a low-rank bureaucrat who 
only has six months to live, His 
anguished search for the possibility 
of salvation from existential horror  -
essential loneliness., the finality of 
death - bring him into direct 
confrontation with the machinery of 
bureaucracy with all its hypocrisy 
and cowardice, but he manages to 
achieve a measure of fellowship with 
humanity just before he dies. 
Rashomon won Kurosawa and his 
country the first international 
recognition of Japanese film. The 
story of rape and murder is 
reconstructed through the revelation 
of each character involved, and each 
version is different from another. 
Ultimately we are compelled to the 
only truth that can be certain: truth 
cannot be known, for man is 
incapable of total self-transcendence. 
Rashomon has the power of making u 
peer into the lower depths of human 
consciousness and perceive the threat 
of inner chaos lurking beneath the 
appearance of order in whose name 
falsity is perpetuated. 
The movies will be discussed at 
Asian Studies Colloquium "The 
Tragic Vision in East Asian 
Litereature and Films" with 
Professors Michael Curley, Del 
Langbauer, and Chang Yun at 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 20. It is hoped that 
these two movies will provide a 
useful introduction to "The Japanese 
Film,"a course proposed for spring 
1978. 
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ARTS—ENTERTAINMENT 
Shermy Frat/Biz Banter 
Just too 
damn foreign! 
certainly hope foreign film makers have finally learned their lesson from 
this year's Academy Awards. 
They're just too damn foreign.  I can't figure out how they think they can 
get away with it. Won't they ever learn. You just don't get nominated for, let 
alone win an award, unless you learn to speak English  in the movies. For 
crying out loud, just what do they expect. 
They have to learn how to be less foreign. 
Take Liv Ullman, she knows how to speak English, so why didn't she in 
Face to Face? It had to have been the fault of Ingmar Bergman, her director. 
He's always trying to stretch the limit. He should know better. To expect 
people to try and understand the feelings and inner workings of a woman, let 
alone the inner feelings of a woman who won't even speak understandable 
English, is certainly beyond me. I really don't understand. And it makes me 
mad. Hell, a foreign director finally gets the opportunity to make a good 
movie, and he blows it by having everyone be foreign. It's just a crying shame. 
And then that Lina Wertmuller Doesn't she know how hard it is for a 
woman director to get accepted into the real world. She finally gets her big 
opportunity for recognition, and then fries her chances by expecting every 
viewer to read what the actors are saying 
 - oh how stupid these provincial 
Europeans can be. 
I'm so upset, I'm going to go see A Star is Born for the 8th time. At least 
Barbara knows how to speak English. And she speaks it so well! With so much 
class. And she's so beautiful. She certainly is doing a good job, showing all of 
us how to be a star. Liv Ullman better get her act together if she ever wants to 
make it in the Biz like Barb. 
Famed religious figure, Jesus Christ, will make an appearence in Kilworth Chapel, April 10th. 
Leroy Osterizer/Appliance Notes 
Analysis of the humble blender 
Last week I did my review on a 1967 Westinghouse 
Toaster-Oven with simulated wood grain and its short 
term effect on a 10 volume collection of Wagner's The 
Ring. Since then I have received many fascinating letters 
complimenting me on my new insights into this hitherto• 
unexplored field, but a few of these missives included a 
request for a critical analysis of one of the old standbys, 
the humble blender. 
Now my experience with blenders has been intensely 
rewarding, but I still remember my mama back in 
Brooklyn stirring, and then liquefying Fredric Chopping's 
Concerto for Tomato and Strings. Now I own many fine 
blenders, all fully deluxe, with factory warranty, but  I 
have never lost my respect, and deep affection for Mama's 
old Waring Marauder, Mark VI. 
In my stable of blenders there is a Sears Insta Bland in 
Aztec Gold, and a Oster Monster-Mixer with concrete 
mixer, optional overdrive and automatic pilot. But none 
of these glorious grinders can approach my 1957 
Westinghouse Blue Meanie (the Betty Furness Model!) 
which reduces vinyl to atoms in mere moments. 
This brutal baby only began to swing when I stopped 
feeding it Great Composers of the Baroque era, 
and changed to a steady diet of Mainstream, and Dixieland 
Jazz. You should hear Ella at frappe, or Sidney Bechet on 
the eradicate cycle. Then comes a mix with Bix. Imagine 
yourself drinking a tall, cool Pete Fountain or savoring 
 a 
steaming Messie Smith with creamy Billie Hollandaise. 
My God! I have heard blenders, but this one was more 
than a blender,, it was a genius! The total varieties 
produced by an old 78 of Cab Calloway dropped into my 
Betty Furness special transcends description, especially 
for those of you who have only messed around with timid 
modern LP's, or boring tapes. 
Many of my students at the University of Funny 
Sounds have asked me about what makes an appliance 
really stand above the crowd, and  I have always answered 
"Power." 
Now if you wil excuse me, I think I will go home and 
dropmy entire collection of Louis Armstrong and his Hot 
Five into my Blue Meanie, and set the select-a-blend at 
mutilate, atomize, or perhaps annihilate. Next week: 
garbage disposals and trash compactors in the Hollywood 
Bowl. 
   
4 
Adds q./.04.0e4,11 
383-4739 
2616 6th Avenue 
Tacoma, Wash ngtor 
 
WEST END 
TAVERN 
 
U.P.S. HAPPY HOUR 
7:30 -- 9:30 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
POOL ANn FOOS9ALL 
FOOD: Great Pizza 
Delicioi is Hamburgers 
Breakfast Anytime 
Kegs to go 
3840 - 6th Ave 759-2896 
 
	nnnn••n•EE.IME, 
Dan Bessett leans towards home (above) and moments later con-
centrates on hurling the big one at a Centralia Community College 
player. (Photos by Dave Hegnauer) 
BOB'S TOTUM MARKET 
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM 
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite 
Your Neighborhood Food Center 
6th & Proctor Ave. 
gory 
cOrr 
WE COPY YOUR 
EXISTING LENSES 
& REPRODUCE 
THEM IN SMART 
NEW FRAMES. 
Columbiar Opticians 
vires 	
or-,  5 n1140 
Old OH Off Set 
at Tweets Ma. 
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TRAIL SPORTS 
Logger moundsmen lead rain soaked invitational 
By TOM ALLEN 
In his day, Sir Abner Doubleday would probably have 
contested the phrase, "pitching is the name of the game." 
But the University of Puget Sound practiced that 
theory to an end last weekend at the Chico-Humboldt 
Invitational Baseball Tournament. The Loggers used some 
stellar moundswork complimented with timely hitting to 
register a 4-0-1 record at the eight-team tourney. Even 
baseball's inventor himself would have been proud of the 
pitching. 
The performance upped the Tacomans' seasonal mark 
to 6-3-2 and ready to begin league play this weekend with 
a pair of doubleheaders at Boise State. 
The entire schedule was set back one-day when no less 
than .72 inches of rain fell in drought-stricken Northern 
California. However, the remainder of the schedule was 
sun-blessed with temperatures in the mid-70's. 
"The field was floating," coach McGee said in 
reference to the opening day rain. "The people down 
there were begging for more. I was the only unhappy 
person in town." 
If pitching directed the fortunes of Puget Sound for 
most of the tournament it wasn't evident in the first 
game, as UPS sneaked by Oregon Tech 8-7. The Loggers 
used five of their game total 10 hits in a five-run second 
inning to take a commanding 6-0 lead. Doubles by 
rightfielder Andy Walker and senior centerfielder John 
LaCross produced three runs, and singles by infielders 
Scott Forbes and Rice Barlow accounted for two more 
tallies in the five-run uprising. OIT, however, fought hack 
with three runs in the third, and scored two-runs in each 
of the last two innings before reliefer Rod McHattie 
recorded the final two outs. 
The elbow department began to show its worth in the 
second game of the tourney as Western Washington and 
Puget Sound played to a I-1 tie. The contest was played 
under poor lighting conditions and for awhile the honor 
system. The umpires didn't show until the fourth inning. 
In the meantime, Rick Barnhart, junior righthander from 
Green River, struck out 17 Vikings, and Western's Frank 
Lucarelli whiffed 14. A costly first-inning error allowed 
the lone Western tally off Barnhart. 
Barnhart's performance started a string of four 
complete games for the Logger pitchers. Tim Parker, 
junior lefthander from Seattle, struck out 12 and walked 
none in a six-hit , 3-I win over Willamette Saturday. 
Switch-hitting infielder Steve Blackman drove in two-runs 
with a double and single in three trips to the plate. In the 
nightcap, 6-3 junior Kyle Nelson tossed  a two-hitter in 
limiting Western Washington to an unearned 
second-inning run enroute to a 4-I victory. Leftfielder 
Ralp Oliver blasted a solo home run and shortstop Grady 
Fuson, who played before his parents from San Diego, 
had a two-run bases-loaded single. Andy Walker also 
contributed a run-producing single. 
The Loggers erupted for four first-inning runs to sent 
versatile righthander Rod McHattie to a 6-I verdict over 
Willamette in the final game Sunday. Scott Forbes' triple, 
Andy Walker's double, and a pair of singles by John 
LaCross and junior firstbaseman Dan Naranjo accounted 
for the first two Logger scores. Then after catcher Rick 
Corra walked, Ralph Oliver singled home LaCross and 
Naranjo. Narnajo and LaCross each had two hits in three 
trips, and Naranjo also belted a bases-empty, 390-foot 
homer. 
McHattie, sophomore from Tacoma, struck out nine 
and walked two and allowed the Bearcats only one 
harmless first-inning run. 
"We're starting to play more 
 as a team," McGee said. 
"Eventually some of the individual aspects of this team 
will submerge in team play.". 
"We have all new personnel this year, and we are 
beginning to play together. We still have 
 a way to go, 
though." 
Puget Sound 
Oregon Tech 
150 
003 
011--8 
022--7 
Western Washington 100 000 0--1 
Puget Sound 000 010 0--1 
Puget Sound 010 002 0--3 
Willamette 000 000 1--1 
Western Washington 010 000 0--1 
Puget Sound 001 012 x--4 
Willamette 100 000 00-1 
Puget Sound 400 011 x--6 
An unidentified Logger batsman takes 
 a hefty cut at a Centralia 
pitch in a game held recently at Burns Field. (Photo by Dave Hegnauer) 
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WHAT GOES NEXT? 
Track,field hockey and softball get cut from women's program 
"Nobody knew what was going on and even if we were going to 
have a track team 
	 " Know nc' one knows what sports to expect 
in the upcoming years. 
anyone heard about track turnouts, maybe there was a 
few times that it was put in the tattler, but not too many 
people saw it.," Draccus added. 
Shades of mis-appropriated funds began to appear late 
last week, when rumors that Bowman had used many of 
the funds set aside for track and field for her 
cross-country squad. 
But a quick look at the budget showed that the 
women's cross country team was issued $2,295 and only 
an estimated $1,500 of that was used during the season. 
Antoher glance towards the budget also revealed that, had 
track, field hockey and softball remained at UPS their 
total budget would have totaled near $6,000. 
The softball cut also affected many girls at UPS. "We 
knew that there wasn't going to be any softball because it 
was cut earlier in the year," said Ev Goldberg, who was to 
coach the women's team had it remained as a sport here 
on campus. "So instead of droping it altogether, we took 
it on as a club sport and try to work things out. 
So far things seem to be working out well as Goldberg 
had 16 women turning out daily in front of the women's 
gym. The competive spirit still remains even though the 
school spirit has left. 
By MIKE PUCKETT 
A "severe lack of interest towards the sport" was the 
word received from the women's athletic department, 
while "mis-appropriated funds and not enough 
publicity" seemed to be the feelings of many others as to 
why there is no women's track team at the University of 
Puget Sound this spring. 
"I really think that we needed at least 40 women to 
turn out, to get any real kind of competitive sport going 
around here and at the first meeting only six women 
managed to show up," said women's athletic director 
Dawn Bowman. "With only six girls turning out and 18 
events in a meet it seems pretty incomprehensible to have 
a team." 
Track, however, wasn't the only sport dropped from 
the women's agenda this spring as varsity softball along 
with field hockey fell to the wayside, when Bowman, Ev 
Goldberg and Roberta Wilson met earlier this spring. 
Acting alone, the women's athletic department made 
the cuts on the first day of spring term and then informed 
the respected squads, later on that afternoon. 
"We felt that UPS was offering too many varsity 
sports for women; during the year," Bowman said. "On 
the average, most colleges offer only three to four 
women's sports a year. At UPS we were offering 10, with 
only two full time faculty positions." 
Where that money will go to or what it will be used 
for was unknown at this writing. 
Although there were no administrative personel 
present when the cuts were made, Dean Tom Davis felt it 
really didn't matter."I think that that is the appropriate 
level in which the cuts should have been recommended," 
said Davis. "I was infOrmed after they were made that 
because of the lack of interest and because there were 
intramural levels where the girls could go to that it was 
very rational." 
Davis also added that the women's athletic department 
is just trying to work out a program to meet everyone's 
needs. 
Roberta Wilson was to be the head track coach for the 
women's team, however Wilson according to the women's 
athletic department is not even a certified track coach. 
"When we showed up for the first meeting, we were 
informed by Roberta that there was not a women's track 
team," said Sue Craccus, a member of last years team and 
turning out again in 77. "I feel that they (the women's 
athletic department) are just lucky that they had the 
excuse of not enough interest handy for the first 
meeting." 
Draccus has been competing in the AAU ranks of 
track and field for five years now and felt that this year 
was going to be something different for her. "I was really 
getting sick of working for myself. For me track was 
getting to be more of a socializing sport Mere I could go 
out and meet people, instead of a big ego trip where all I 
did was think about winning." 
She also felt that the lack of publicity really killed the 
chances. "Nobody knew what was going on, hardly 
"I'm just glad we still have an opportunity to play," 
said one girl turning out. "We don't have an opportunity 
to say that we lettered or anything like that, but we still 
get to play and that's important. 
For Field Hockey freaks, spring season of 1977 will 
just have to go down in the history books. After 
struggling for two years in a row to field a team, lack of 
interest had truly won out. 
Many people seem to think that the recent cuts may 
threaten further possibilities of top high school talent 
attending UPS for the Women's Athletic program. "Other 
schools can tell a girl ' look you can come to our school. 
You can run both cross country and track.' At UPS Jou 
can run cross country, but you can't really be sure that 
they aren't going to cut that out just as quick as they did 
their track program," said UPS men's track coach Joe 
Peyton. 
Peyton's right. If the recent cuts don't affect women 
athletes attending UPS now, then possibility of what has 
happened before happening again, surely will. 
Betty Andrews is the lone refuge from the women's track team. 
Andrews turns out daily with the men's squad and has competed 
at several track meets. "At first I wasn't sure about turning out 
with the guys and all but know I'm just glad to be running. 
(Photo by Dave Hegnauer) 
Cold catches Loggers at Club N.W. 
Lady netters win big 
The University of Puget Sound 
women's tennis team shifted into 
high gear last week as they trounced 
Tacoma Community College 7-2 and 
Seattly University 9-0 to run their 
season record to three wins and only 
one defeat. 
"I'm sure it's the biggest win ever 
in women's tennis here at UPS," 
enthused coach Dawn Bowman of 
the Loggers' shutout of the Chieftan 
on the Seattleites home, indoor court 
last Wednesday. "It was really 
amazing." 
This is nearly the same Seattle U. 
squad that split with the Loggers last 
year, supporting Bowman's allegation 
of the team's vast improvement this 
year. 
"As far as improvement, we're 
right on schedule," she commented. 
"How well we stay in shape during 
spring vacation could make or break 
us," she added, alluding to the two 
week layoff the squad faces. 
The games were made up of eight 
game pro sets due to limited courts 
(2) and time (three hours). 
Michelle Prince kicked off the 
rout as she defeated Carol Frisby 8-2 
in the number one singles match. 
Jane Zielske collected the number 
two singles victory with a 8-3 
decision over Collen 1 McClusky, 
Lynn Ellen Johnson dropped Molly 
Gormon  9-8 and Mari Huseth 
defeated Elise Young 8-4 to bring the 
totals to a 4-0 decision in favor of 
UPS. 
Carolyn Hinkley made it 5-0 as 
she beat Komiti Panama 8-2 and Debi 
Swank finished off the singles match 
in high fashion dropping Cathy 
Robinson 8-I. 
In doubles action, Prince and 
Zielske combined to drop 
Frisby- McCluskeyt3-6 in the opening 
match while Huseth and Johnson 
defeated Young-Panama 8-4 in the 
season match. Hinckley and Swank 
made it a perfect sweep as they 
finished off Gormon and Robinson 
8-I. 
The Loggers' 7-2 win over TCC on 
Friday was also on the opponents 
home court, as was Wednesday's 
match with powerful Bellevue CC 
(results unavailable). 
One of the biggest matches of the 
season is slated for Wednesday at 3 
p.m. on April 13, the day after spring 
break ends, on the Loggers home 
court against cross-town rival Pacific 
Lutheran University. 
The match which pits perennial 
northwest power PLU against the 
young, upstart Loggers, provides an 
excellent opportunity to see the UPS 
women in action this year. 
The University of Puget 
Sound track team was vicitimized by 
^old, wind and rain last Saturday at 
the Club Northwest Relays Open at 
West Seattle Stadium. 
In a meet originally scheduled for 
the University of Washington's new 
artificial track, was moved across 
town when inappropriate reservations 
were made for Husky Stadium. 
The Loggers were obviously 
hampered by the cold, wet weather. 
No team scoring was kept, but the 
UPS distance men did put in a 
respectable showing. 
Mark Stud Torgerson was second 
in the 800 meters in 1:56.5. He was 
followed by Don Greco (fourth in 
1:58.4), Steve Miner (fifth in I:59.0) 
and Scott Thompson (sixth in 
2:04.0). Thompson was suffering 
from an injured back. 
Rich McCann (32:55) and Jim 
Smith (33:15) finished third and 
fourth respectively in the six-mile, 
and Alex Krumins took fifth in the 
440 intermediate hurdles in 58.9. 
In addition to the 800 meters, 
Greco, a junior from Green River, 
placed second in the mile in 4:20.6. 
In the field events, Brent Wagner 
tossed the javelin 171-7, good for fifth 
place. 
Betty Andrews, the lone female 
participant for the Loggers, finished 
third in the 200 meters with a 
clocking of 2:33.2. 
UPS will travel to Bellingham 
Saturday to compete in the Western 
Washington InVitational. The meet 
will have 19 schools and clubs in 
competition. 
THEY'RE OFF AND RUNNING 	 These two UPS track squad 
members hit the track for another day  of hard practice. Head  coach 
sloe Peyton is expecting another fine year from  his Logger cindermen. 
(Photo by Dave Hegnauer) 
Seelye takes pair of seconds 
Tankers sixth at nationals 
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McGuire spells style 
By TOM ALLEN 
Al McGuire went out in style. 
And with tears in his eyes, the flamboyant coach of the Marquette Warriors 
departed an arena for basketball for the final time, albeit a winner. An NCAA 
champion. The ultimate conclusion to 20 years of college basketball. Al 
McGuire was retiring. 
Next year, he will not see one Marquette game. The following, he 
undoubtably will become the Warrior's number-one fan. 
No more will McGuire unleash his Irish temper on his own players, the 
NCAA or the referees. And vice versa, the NCAA will not have McGuire to 
kick around anymore, or to pin technicals on for being the biggest crybaby. 
McGuire is an activist, a sportsman in that he was concerned for the personal 
well-being of both his and opposing players. He rides motorcycles for fun and 
swears at officials for a profession. Adamant in character, McGuire had twice 
before severed Marquette's chances in the NCAA tournament by drawing 
technical fouls. 
McGuire has insisted somewhat modestly that he really is not the coach of 
the Warriors, but an entertainer. He was a showman who left the essence of 
coaching to his assistants. 
If it wasn't pure motivation above all else, Marquette won the NCAA 
tournament on pride and respect. Respect for a great coach. All his players 
knew it would be great for McGuire to go out a winner. 
Marquette continued to pull out miracle finishes, and down the stretch, 
McGuire's retirement was postponed indefinitely. Agatha Christie couldn't 
have written a better script. 
McGuire possessed a certain innate charisma. He was likeable on and off 
the court. He was a father image. McGuire was Marquette, and Marquette was 
McGu ire. 
And last Monday, after a 12-point halftime lead rapidly deteriorated, 
McGuire remained his typical fiery self, pacing up and down in front of the 
scorers' table. . After the verdict was evident, McGuire was tearful. After 
20-years of coaching, Al McGuire of the Marquette Warriors was retiring from 
basketball. His swan song was a beautifully played victory over North 
Carolina. "This time the numbers just came up right," he said. 
Unlike John Wooden of UCLA, McGuire won only one NCAA title, but 
both went out winners. 
After his final hurrah McGuire, the gentleman and competitior, could 
hardly stop the tears. It was the ultimate conclusion to a brilliant career. 
College basketball will never be the same. 
Al McGuire went out as he came in ... with style. 
The University of Puget Sound swimming team 
continued their national prominence as they captured 
sixth place in the NCAA Division 2 National 
Championships last week at Youngstown University in 
Ohio. 
The sixth place wrap-up tied the best-ever 
performance of a UPS squad at the final meet, in a year 
that coach Don Duncan said the competition was the 
toughtest ever. The Loggers also took sixth in 1975, and 
wound up eighth last year. 
Northridge State won the team title with 326 point, 
ahead of Cal. Irvine, 305, and defending champion Chico'. 
State, 290. UPS finished with 87, behind Clarios State, 
146, and Oakland (Mich.), 134. 
Defending champion Dan Seelye was beaten twice in 
defending his national titles, but still was outstanding in 
leading the Loggers to their sixth place honor. 
Seelye finished second in both the 100 yard and 200 
yard backstroke, events he won last year, finished ninth in 
the 50 yard freestyle, breaking the school record, and 
swam the opening legs of the Loggers 400 yard Medley 
Relay, 800 yard and 400 yard Freestyle Relays that 
finished fourth, sixth, and 11th respectively. 
Seelye did come away from the meet with another 
NCAA meet record. His 51.54 second 100 yard 
backstroke to open the 400 yard Medley Relay broke his 
own national record set last year. 
The other Loggers swimmers, although not in the 
spotlight as much as Seelye, also swam excellently. 
The University of Puget Sound 
men's tennis team heaan their 1977 
season on a disappointing note„ losing 
8-1 to Seattle U. and 7-2 to the U of 
Washington JV's last week. 
The doubles team of Chris 
Woodruff and John Shelton picked 
up the Loggers lone win against the 
Chieftans, a 6-3, 6-4 straight set 
triumph. 
But it was the loss to the Huskies 
that really hurt, a :natch Coach Jim 
expected UPS to win. 
Brian Budsberg, a senior from Olympia in his fourth 
performance at the National Meet, broke school records 
in the 100 yard breaststroke where he finished 11th, and 
in the 200 yard breaststroke. He also swam on the record 
breaking 400 Medley Relay quartet. 
Sophomore Russ Wiglesworth swam on all three relay 
teams, and broke his own school record in finishing 11th 
in the 400 yard Individual Medley. 
Freshman Mike McGoorty joined Seelye and 
Wiglesworth on all three relay foursomes, and also 
finished sixth in the 100 yard backstroke. The freshman 
slipped the start, but came on strong for sixth, and was 
less than a second away from third place. 
Junior co-captain Dale Ehrenheim was a member of 
the placing 400 yard and 800 yard Freestyle Relay teams, 
and finished 27th in the 200 yard Freestyle. 
Steve Webster, a sophomore from Wilson, placed 24th 
in the 100 yard breaststrck e, just a half second off the 
pre-tournament breaststroke,' of Budsberg. 
Seelye, who last year upset Cal. Irvine's Gary Figueroa 
for the National crown in both the 100 yard and 200 yard 
backstroke setting NCAA records in each, was beaten by 
Figueroa in both races this year. 
Figueroa finished the 100 in 52.44 with Seelye right 
behind in 52.58, a heartbreaking loss for the Logger 
senior. 
tn the 200, Seelye was edged by less than a second, 
but each of their times broke the old record. 
Six school records fell in the three day affair, as coach 
Don Duncan wrapped up his 20th year as the Logger boss. 
And as his teams have done so many times before, the 
Loggers once again made their presence felt among the 
nation's swimming elite. 
Randy Smith, no. 1 singles for the 
Loggers, won 6-4, 1-6, 7-6 and John 
Shelton added the other Logger point 
against the Huskies, with a 2-6, 6-4, 
6.1 come-from-behind win. 
UPS travelled to Bellingham 
yesterday to meet Western 
Washington (results unavailable) and 
face one of the toughest Community 
Colleges in the state tomorrow at 
2:30 p.m. at home. 
Saturday the Loggers travel to 
Portland for matches with Lewis & 
Clark and Portland State University. 
Mike McGoorty and Dale Ehreinheim 
 were two other Logger 
swimmers who traveled back east 
 and did quite well. 
Sonics playoff hopes are shady 
"Seven in a row would get us there." 
The "seven" Bill Russell was referring to is the number of games Seattle's 
coach and GM feels his club must win to have a chance of finding themselves 
in the playoffs for the third consecutive season. 
Even if Seattle can sweep those seven games, there is no assurance that 
even that would be enough to overtake the Chicago Bulls and the Kansas City 
Kings. 
The Sonics magic number for elimination from the playoff picture is six. 
Any combination of Chicago wins and/or Seattle losses totaling six would 
wipe out any chance for a playoff berth. 
The Sonics homecoming, returning from over three weeks on the road, was 
less than sweet as the Pacific Division's last place team, the Phoenix Suns, had 
a field day taking Seattle apart, 121  - 100. 
Seattle's four games this week are against the toughest the NBA has to 
offer. Tuesday night the Soncis were in Los Angeles to fact the Lakees, the 
league's winningest team. Wednesday, Seattle flew home to take on the 
surprising Houston Rockets who started the week just a few percentage points 
behind the Philadelphia 76ers for the best record in the Eastern Conference. 
The last road game of the season will be played on Saturday night against 
the Golden State Warriors in Oakland. After that game the Sonics wills hop a 
plane, return to Seattle, and try to get a little sleep in preparation for their 
1:45 p.m. contest with the Portland TrailBlazers on Sunday. 
Two of those four games will be televised in the Seattle area. Saturday's 
game at Oakland will be televised live on KIRO-TV, Channel 7, with Pete 
Gross and Gary Justice. 
Sunday's game with the Blazers is slated for regional broadcast by CBS. 
Since that game has been sold out for weeks, it will be shown locally on 
KIRO. 
Mens tennis team 0-2 on season 
"I was pretty diappointed by the 
way we played there," he said. "I 
really felt we should have won." 
He added that the two 
opponents, along with Pacific 
Lutheran and Washington State, 
could be the toughest of the year for 
them, and pointed out that they face 
UW again in a couple of weeks on the 
Loggers home grounds. 
"I'm still real optimistic about 
our upcoming matches," he added. 
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Sunday, 10 April 
Easter 
IP 
II'Eh 
411 1111. 
C 
Friday, 1 April 
April Fools 
Circus in the Fieldhouse 
Seattle Rep Presents: Uquus (through April 7) 
Other side of the Tracks: Shirley Jackson & Glen Hanell 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Ankora 
Ronnie Lane b. 1948 
Suzie Evans b. 1956 
UPS Presents: Spring Break (through April 11) 
Saturday, 2 April 
Circus in the Reldhouse 
Other Side of the Tracks: Grace Whiteley, Marck & Brian 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: .Ankora 
Alec Guinness b. 1914 
Marvin Gaye b. 1939 
Sunday, 3 April 
Palm Sunday 
Circus in the Reldhouse 
Engine House: Open Mike 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Jazz Society Nite 
Doris Day b. 1924 
Marlon Brando b. 1924 
Engine House: Open Mike 	 Johnny Horton b. 1929 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Jazz Society Nite 
Monday, 11 April 
Other Side of the Tracks: Solitaire—Jazz 
J. Todd Fleming b. 1956 
Tuesday, 12 April 
Classes start 
Student Senate: 5:30 p.m., Library 
Campus Flick: Fantastic Planet o 
David Cassidy b. 1950 
Tiny Tim b. 1930 
Other Side of the Tracks: Open Mike 
Agape 
Wednesday, 13 April 
Women's Studies Workshop: "Women & Spirituality," 10-4 p.m., J203 
Other Side of the Tracks: Open Mike 
Al Creen b. 1946 
Thursday, 14 April 
Other Side of the Tracks: Featherstone 
Ritchie Blackmore b. 1945 
Friday, 15 April 
Friday Bag Lunch, 1 p.m., J303, Clare Bright on "Philosophy of Feminism" 
Adelphian Concert, 8:15 p.m., First United Methodist Church 
Campus Flick: The Godfather, 6:30 & 9 p.m., Mc1006 
Other Side of the Tracks: Cindy Henderson, Chris Anderson 
Jeremys, Old City Hall: Airbrush Potluck dinner was success Paramount Northwest: Martin Mull and Michael Franks 
Bessie Smith b. 1894 	 Many thanks to everyone who helped plan and 
Saturday, 16 April 	 promote the Pot-Luck dinner for all off-campus, law and 
Campus Flick: The Godfather, 6:30 & 9 p.m., Mc1006 mature students March 18. Over 85 students attended and 
PLU: John Hartford and Mark O'Connor 
	 helped create a "coffee house" atmosphere with music, 
Other Side of the Tracks: Larry Conklin, Greg Costa 
	
songs and food. If you have suggestions for other special 
Jerenys, Old City Hall: Airbrush 
	 events, please call Ivy Goche', DOS office, ext. 3360. 
Engine House: Rainier Jazz Band 
Dusty Springfield b. 1939 
Charlie Chaplin b. 1889 
Sunday, 17 April 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Jazz Society Nite 
Engine House: Open Mike 
Eddie Cochran b. 1960 
Monday, 18 April 
Black Arts Festival 
Burmeister Oratory Contest 
TV13 - Woody Guthrie's America, 7 p.m. 
Other Side of the Tracks: Photo Exhibit (all 
Tuesday, 19 April 
Black Arts Festival 
Burmeister Oratory Contest 
Student Senate: 5:30 p.m., Library 
Agape 
Other Side of the Tracks: Open Mike 
Alan Price b. 1942 
Wednesday, 20 April 
FSU - Rap Session, 7:30 J303 
Black Arts Festival 
Burmeister Oratory Contest 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Tropical Rainstorm 
Other Side of the Tracks: Open Mike 
Johnny Tillotson b. 1939 
Thursday, 21 April Black Arts Festival 
Other Side of the Tracks: Knapp - Goodhew 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Tropical Rainstorm 
Friday, 22 April 
Black Arts Festival 
Campus Flick: That's Entertainment Part II, 6:30 & 9 p.m., Mc1006 
Apage Spring Conference 
Other Side of the Tracks: Eric Park - Mindee Morning 
Peter Frampton b. 1950 
day, all week)Frog News - Al Hood 
SPRING BREAK 
Lecture will be televised 
KCPQ-TV, channel 13, will broadcast this yeat's 
Brown and Haley lecture in three parts on April 12, April 
19 and April 26. Air time will be at 10 p.m. each night. 
The station will also televise a show with art professor 
Carlton Ball, entitled "Pottery for Fun," on April 15 at 7 
p.m. 
Neurological seminar scheduled 
"A Brief 	 Introduction to Neurological 
Developmental Treatment" will be presented by Ms. 
Timmie Jones. Jones is the supervising physical therapist 
at Fairview Hospital and Training Center in Salem, Ore. 
The seminar will be held Thursday, April 14th at 6 p.m. 
in room D-6 of the O.T. department. All O.T.'s, P.T.'s and 
any others interested are invited. A donation of $1.50 is 
asked. Refreshments will be served. 
Freshmen come together 
A Class of 1980 Convocation has been scheduled on 
Tuesday, April 19, at 4 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel involving 
all Freshmen, Freshman Advisors, and other campus 
members including President Philip Phibbs and Vice 
President James Clifford. 
The purpose of the gathering, according to the 
Convocation Planning Committee, is to foster a sense of 
shared growth among freshmen students, faculty and 
staff. An assessment of the past year's progress, both 
individual and institutional, is planned as well as a report 
on the University's direction and future possibilities. 
The University will be examined as a community of 
students and faculty fulfilling an educational and 
development program designed to prepare individuals for 
rewarding aid full lives. 
Get down concert at PLU 
N a t ional 19 acclaimed Bluegrass musician, John 
Hartford, and Seattle's own fiddle and guitar wizard Mark 
O'Connor, will appear in concert April 16 at Pacific 
Lutheran's Olson Auditorium. The concert will begin at `. 
p.m., and is being staged as a benefit for the Pierce 
County Drug Alliance. 
Hartford, althogh best known for his early 
appearances on the Glen Campbell show, is actually a 
brilliant practitioner of traditional folk and bluegrass 
material - as well as playing his own inventive original 
materia. He does a one man show, complete with fiddle 
guitar and banjo. 
O'Connor won both the Grand Master's Fiddle 
Championship and National Flatpick Guitar 
Championship when thirteen years old. Now, at fifteen, 
he's released his third album, been the featured guest on 
the Grand Old Opry and Porter Wagoner Show, and is the 
Northwest's First Bluegrass Superstar. 
Tickets are on sale at the Bon Marche, 
UPS Bookstore, and Pacific Lutehran ticket offices. 
Tickets may also be purchased form the Pierce County 
Drug Alliance at 1201 South 11 Street in Tacoma. 
ENCORE classes will begin 
ENCORE! Classes Starting 
Thursday, April 14 - PERSPECTIVES ON JAPAN, 2 
weeks, 7 - 9 p.m., free, Kilworth Chapel, Regester Room, 
Vonnie Cowan, Instructor. 
Saturday, April 16 - MARRIAGE ENRICHMENT 
WORKSHOP, 2 days, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m., Saturday, 9 a.m. - 9 
p.m., Sunday, $45/couple, Jones Hall, room 203/204. 
Thursday, April 28 - CONFERENCE SERIES IN 
GERONTOLOGY, 4 weeks, 8:30 a.m. - 4:15 p.m., $25, 
Robert Shea, harry Malby, et. al. 
Correction: Jewelry Design will not meet as scheduled. 
Call 756-3306 to get on waiting list for Fall term. 
Call the Continuing Education Office, 756-3306, to 
register for any of the above classes or for more 
information. 
TIME sponsors photo contest 
Images of Time, Past, Present and Future is the theme 
for a national photography contest announced this week 
by TIME Magazine. 
A grand prize of $1,000 will be awarded for the best 
photograph of nature, people, places, events or objects by 
an amateur photographer, in color or black and whit. 
Second prize is $500 and three third prize winners will 
receive $250 each. Honorable mentions will receive the 
Life Library of Photography. 
Details of the photography contest will be announced 
in the April 4 issue of the TIME. Deadline for entries is 
September 1, 1977. 
For contest information or entry forms, write to: 
Marilyn Maccio, TIME Magazine, Time & Life Building, 
Rockefeller Center, New York, New York 10020. 
Bank offers scholarships 
This year $40,000 will be awarded to students for the 
1977-78 school year through the Fidelity Mutual Savings 
Bank Scholarship Program. An American flag will be given 
for each $5.00 contribution to the scholarship program. 
The deadline for submission of applications if June 30, 
1977 Winners will be notified during late July or early 
August and awards will be sent directly to the school 
Fiancial Aid Office for use in the 1977-78 year. 
Applicants must be a Washington State resident, must 
be attending a Washington two or four year college or 
university or be a  high school senior planning to attend a 
Washington two or four year collge or university 
beginning in September, must be a full-time student in 
September, must have a minimum grade point average of 
3.00 (4.00 scale), and should indicate some need for 
financial assistance. Applicants may be either male or 
female and of any ethnic origin. 
Please contact the Financial Aid office for more 
information. 
Unclassified 
Typing - call Nancy - 572-2097. 
For sale: new tennis raquet (used 
once), wooden Spalding 100, Light, 4 
3/8, olive green with press $20 or 
best offer. Allene 4236 
TURQUOISE JEWELRY FOR SALE 
Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi fine quality 
silver and gold chokers, earrings, 
bracelets. Chokers for men too. From 
Kingman, Arizona and New Mexico. 
Reasonable Prices! Would be willing 
to display in your home. Contact 
Jannie at 752-4490. 
Typing of any kind. Dependable. Call 
564-2982. 
Teachers wanted: West and other 
states. Placements since 1946. 
Bonded, Southwest Teachers 
Agency Box 4337, Albuquerque, 
NM 87106. 
Contact lens wearers, save on your 
supplies, send 13c stamp for price 
list. Contact Lens Supply Center, 341 
E. Camelback, Phoenix, Arizona 
$5012. 
NEEDED Self motivated students, 
interested in their school and 
Possessing good writing skills to be 
TRAIL reporters for the rest of 
spring semester.  weekly stipend 
available. Apply at TRAILoftice. 
UPS awarded grant 
UPS has been awarded an M. J. Murdock Trust Grant 
of the Research Coporation in the amount of $9,067 as 
part of a program to aid in the support of basic research 
in the natural sciences and medicine in the Greater 
Northwest. 
Dr. Kenneth Rousslang, assistant professor of 
chemistry at UPS, has been named principal investigator 
to study luminescence and optical detection of magnetic 
resonance of tyrosine and tryptophan in polypeptides and 
proteins. 
The Research Corporation, a foundation for the 
advancement of science, currently grants some $3 million 
a year to support research in the natural sciences and for 
public health nutrition programs. 
50 cents for 25 words or  less, 3 cents every additional word 
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